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)f6stract 
Education is always a concern of everyone, especially educator like teachers, lecturers 
and tutors. To ensure their students learn more efficiently, they need a set of good 
teaching materials. Learning Material Generating Tool (LMaGTool) is a tool that 
provides various features to help them produce better teaching materials in shorter 
time. This tool is designed to operate under Microsoft Office applications 
environment, which is their familiar environment. 
Teaching programming language is more efficient with materials generated by 
LMaGTool. Codes can be displayed highlighted, and focused block-by-block, line-by-
line or word-by-word. A code simulator will help student to understand the code 
execution more thoroughly. 
LMaGTool consist of two parts, content editing tools and content displaying tools. By 
using content editing tools, users can edit learning materials easier and they can 
include some dynamic contents in these materials. While editing material content 
getting more efficient, displaying task also been optimized with special designed 
displaying features to support dynamic contents prepared by the editing tool. 
This project is proposed to develop using Visual Basic for Applications, a language 
shipped with Microsoft Office that allows office development. All of the features 
have been building to deal with Office objects. It is believed that this tool will become 
an efficient tool to generate learning materials. 
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Cfzapter 1 Introduction 
1.1 Project Overview 
University of Malaya provides an excellent educational environment with a proud 
history~ a past it have the privilege of being able to reflect on, and a future that it has 
the honor of shaping. By innovating existing lecturing style an impressing growth in 
student concentration during learning process is expected. 
As Computer Language subjects become a core part of the study of computer science 
and information technology, this research will concentrate on improving lecturing 
process of these subjects. There are ways to improve the process but for sure a better 
tool will greatly increase the effectiveness of the process. 
Studying existing lecturing process shows that only some common tools are used to 
conduct lectures. These tools include Microsoft Power Point, Microsoft Word and 
hard copy documents. Each of these tools has their own limitation in producing and 
displaying the learning materials. Hence, this research will focus on improving 
existing function of these tools besides develop new features on them. With these 
improved functions, an efficient and effective tool to generate learning materials, 
Learning Material Generating Tool (L-MaG Tool), will be developed. 
This tool would not be successful until some improvement in displaying the generated 
learning materials were carried out. Thus, a better lecturing style will be taken into 
consideration. While figuring out the expected outcome of the lecturing style, the 
research has to work back to build features to display these materials dynamically 
according to the lecture needs. 
By the time the mentioned features been develop, a lecture can be conduct in easier 
way and thus an improvement in understanding Computer Language among students 
is expected. Anyhow, a closer look at the whole picture of student learning process 
again is necessary. 
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Figure 1.1: Simplified flow of student learning process. 
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Now the first and second stage of the process had been taken into consideration in the 
tool development. There are few additional functions in the tool is needed as the 
reference notes in third stage need to be generated in a different way from notes in 
second stage, which is only a plain document version of second stage. This is a 
summary of the lecture's notes. With this second version of simplified notes student 
can easily download notes whether from course website or print it out to as hard 
copies of notes for reference. 
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1.2 Project Objective 
There are two main aims to be achieve with development of this project: 
• To provide a simplified learning-materials-generating environment, which 
assist user to create powerful teaching material to support more dynamic and 
interactive lecturing style. 
• L-MaG Tool should be able to generate printable notes from the learning 
materials. 
Before achieving these aims, a number of objectives shall be set as below: 
• Integrate L-MaG Tool with Microsoft Office so that it works under Office 
environment. 
• Able to provide user-friendly interface for input and processing. 
• Able to shorten time spent to generate learning materials. 
• Able to access existing functions in Microsoft Office. Thus users can benefit 
from both L-MaG Tool and Microsoft Office. 
• Able to create interesting material outcome and displaying behavior to ensure 
drawing attention from students. 
• To reduce the complication of using unfamiliar features in Microsoft Office. 
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1.3 Project Scope 
T-MaG Tool is a tool designed to enable user to generate learning materials in the 
simplest way. Thus, it covered scope as listed: 
• Guided user interface- all input interface and file processing interface are 
simple and all procedure are clearly indicated. 
• New set of functions and components of user interface including menu items, 
tool bar buttons, combo boxes, and edit controls will be integrated into existing 
Microsoft Office environment, without losing any strength of existing Office 
functions. 
• Users will be able to working their task cross the Microsoft Office 
applications. For example: Users can initialize their task in Microsoft Power 
Point but later convert it to Microsoft Word, and also working the other way 
back. Users have to follow certain formats and ways to input in order to 
convert their work across these applications. 
• Converting learning materials to printable document. 
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1.4 Significant of Project 
There are a few points that encouraged development of this project: 
1.-J./ This tool helps to reduce time spent to create, manage and generate whole sel 
of learning matertal. 
Most of the learning materials, which lecturers currently using to conduct their 
lectures are Microsoft Power Point slide, Microsoft Word documents, and 
some web-based materials like HTML-coded web pages. To create these 
materials manually by lecturers is very time consuming. Processes such as 
typing, formatting, managing existing files and converting them to other 
displayable format are filling large portion of lecturers' daily schedules. 
By developing L-MaG Tool, lecturers can simplified their tasks to generate 
learning materials. And thus, they wi11 have more time to concentrate in other 
duties, such as counsel students, conducting lectures and doing researches. 
1.-1.2 Custom1ze Microsoft Office Applications for better utili::ation of functions. 
Microsoft Office is distributed as Off-the-shelf application software. In this 
sense Microsoft Office is typically used to support common office activities 
that do not require any specific tailoring. It is possible to combine the 
advantages of the L-MaG Tool with Microsoft Office Applications, especially 
Power Point and Word. By customizing Microsoft Office, users will find 
many useful functions, both exist in Office and been introduce in L-MaG 
Tool, become easy to use. 
1.-1.3 Provides better ways to explain programme code samples. 
L-MaG Tool customizes ways of display Power Point slide differently from 
how it used to be display. For example, samples of programming codes can be 
display in a panel after a click. And to compare two different codes, another 
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panel can be display in another click. With both panels displayed side-by-side, 
any difference between these codes will be easier to compare. 
/A.-I Better 11mmg when handling a lecture. 
L-MaG Tool provides graphical view of progress of a running lecture. A small 
progress indicator will automatically add into these materials let users know 
which part of the document they are currently working with. Thus, users know 
whether they are shall speed up or slow down based on the indicator. 
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1.5 Project Outcomes 
L-MaG Tool focuses on developing a Microsoft Office add-in that can be easily 
plugged into existing Microsoft Office environment. L-MaG Tool has the following 
characteristics: 
• A specially designed slide interface for Microsoft Power Point. 
• An input interface to support automation of generating notes. 
• Can work across Office Applications, such as Power Point and Word 
• Able to deal with Microsoft Office internal objects. 
• It is a user-friendly tool. Users can understand how it works in minutes. 
• Provides help features. Users can access to the help sections to get suggestions 
and explanations about the tool. 
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1.6 Project Development Strategy 
For this project, prototyping model is selected as process model in software 
engineering literature. Prototyping model uses iterative approach where each system 
development life cycle (SDLC) is repeated several times (iterated). Requirements and 
alternative solutions are analyzed in the process. During this process, solutions are 
also designed and a portion of system is implement and subject to user review. 
Prototyping model consist of six steps as shown in Figure 1.2. 
Requirement Analysis 
Develop Prototype 
lmplement Prototype 
Prototype Evaluation 
Refine Prototype 
Engineering Product 
Figure 1.2: Prototyping Model 
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1.7 Project Schedule 
A project schedule describes the software development cycle for a particular project 
by enumerating the phases or stages of a project and breaking each into discrete tasks 
or activities to be done. The schedule of this project is shown in Gantt chart below: 
Task/ Activity June 01 July 01 August Sept' 01 Oct' 01 Nov' 01 Dec'Ol Jan' 02 
Research 
I 
System Analysis 
I 
System Design 
System 
Development I I l 
System Test 
I I 
System 
lmolementation 
System 
Documentation I 
Figure 1.3: Schedule of this project shown in a Gantt Chart 
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Chapter 2 Literature~ 
2.1 What is the most effective teaching method? 
For this tool to function in lecturing process in the most effective way there is one 
very important study, the study of most effective teaching method, should be made 
before the any software design process take place. This study included a few teaching 
methods: 
2. 1.1 Algorithm Simulation 
Ari Korhoren and Lauri Malmi [1] believe that visualization is a useful aid for 
understanding the working of algorithms. They pointed out that data structures 
and algorithms belong to the core issues on computer science education, thus 
student should learn how various data structures are constructed and how 
different algorithms manipulate them. In addition, the students should gain a 
proper understanding of the analytical properties of algorithms and their 
applicability to different practical cases. 
There are, however, still have drawbacks for this methods. It is quite possible 
that some students might take these animations as entertainment without 
seriously trying to learn from them. Even if this is not true, the student may 
believe they have understood how the algorithm works, when in practice they 
have misinterpreting something. Thus, an opportunity shall be given to test 
their understanding. 
An obvious way to test their understanding is '"Manual Algorithm 
Simulation". With this, a simple exercise which students have to demonstrate 
bow a given algorithm manipulates a given data structure step by step. 
TRAKLA [2] is a system for teaching basic computer science data structures 
and algorithms. Some important features ofTRAKLA are: 
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• Distribution of individuaJiy tailored algorithm simulation exercise (by 
email or by Java Applet), 
• Accurate and automatic assessment of the exercises, 
• Meaningful and immediate feedback about the exercises, and 
• Automatic administration of the course. 
Students can take advantage of this system to test whether they have 
understood how algorithms work. 
This case shows that a good simulating of algorithms is important in process 
of understanding how these algorithms work. Thus, the L-MaG Tool will take 
this approach to simulate algorithm within the teaching materials generated. 
2.1.2 Problem based learning (PBL) approach 
• What is PBL: 
This is a learner-centered approach in which learning episodes are 
motivated by an initial problem that bears some resemblance to "real 
world" problems. As such, an important characteristic of a problem is that 
it be ill structured. Student then proceed to (often iteratively) interpret the 
problem and work together in small groups to explore potential solutions 
to it [3] 
• The advantages of PBL: 
The use of problems to simulate student learning in PBL environments led 
us to a position where we sought to incorporate a selection of problems 
from which student would choose. This would permit recognition of 
students' other interests, and give them greater opportunity for 
"ownership" of the problem, while reflecting the interdisciplinary 
possibilities of computer science. This allows us to offer problems with the 
biological "flavors", or an economics one, etc. It also has the advantage of 
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allowing staff to offer " flavors" which match their personal interests, and 
thereby encourage ongoing evolution of the course offerings. 
• Drawbacks of PBL: 
• 
Anecdotally, the presence of the conventional stream in parallel with the 
PBL stream was an initial direction to some students. Coming mostly from 
high-school backgrounds in which they have adapted to highly structured, 
teacher-focused learning environments (some quite successfully), there 
were some students that may find them difficult to deal with the situation 
given without guidance from lecturer. Some students clearly desired the 
passive learning experience. This dissipated as students gained more 
control over the language and started to "buy into" the PBL philosophy. 
Shall we include PBL approach in the tool design? 
As we study the strength and weakness ofPBL, we can see it sounds a 
good practice of teaching and learning. However, it is not a good time to 
implement in our faculty. 
Due to the highly structured teaching and teacher focused learning 
environments, which is most secondary schools in Malaysia provide, 
students are playing a passive role in the learning process. Which means 
they need to be guide from a step to another before they manage to solve a 
problem. Introducing this approach should take a lower profile. Which 
means we shall replace a little portion of course activities with a little PBL 
approach. This would take longer time to make PBL a workable model of 
learning in this faculty but decrease the risk, which students find them 
cannot adapt to the approach. 
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2.2 Visual Basic for Applications 
2.2.1 What is Visual Bas1c[or Appl1cations 
One of the primary reasons for the amazing success of Microsoft Office is that 
Word, Excel, PowerPoint, and the other Office applications share a common 
tool for customization: Visual Basic for Applications, or VBA. Microsoft's 
decision to license VBA to Independent Software Vendors (ISVs) has already 
led more than 150 ISVs to decide to integrate VBA into their own products. 
Why have so many software companies licensed VBA? To answer this 
question, we will need to understand the technology and business issues 
involved in the decision of whether to integrate Microsoft VBA into our 
product. 
2.2.2 Visual Basic for Applications technology 1ssues 
Microsoft VBA is built upon COM, Microsoft's architecture for software 
components. For programmers to be able to customize their application using 
VBA, their product architecture must be based on COM. In particular, they 
will need to design and implement an object model that exposes their 
application's features using the Automation facilities that are an essential part 
of COM. 
If they have already decided to support a programmable object model based on 
COM, their next technology decision is whether to include a macro or 
scripting language in their product. If their customers or business partners 
require the ability to customize their application, then they will probably need 
to include a macro development tool such as VBA in their product. A hidden 
advantage of including VBA in these products is that this allows them to ship 
a smaiJer, simpler product to their customers, who can depend on the ability of 
their services organization or business partners to customize their products to 
the exact requirements. 
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Although Microsoft VBA is not the only technology option for ISVs who need 
a COM-based macro development tool, there are substantial advantages over 
existing alternatives such as VBScript or programmers' own proprietary 
scripting language. 
2.2.3 Strength of Visual Basic for Applications 
• Compatibility with Visual Basic. 
VBA is built from the same source code base as Visual Basic; thus, providing 
us with a high level of compatibility. VBA also uses the same high-
perfonnance language engine and programmer productivity tools enjoyed by 
millions of Visual Basic developers. 
• Compatibility with Microsoft Office. 
As VBA is build into Office 2000, by programming using VBA to build this 
application, the compatibility of this application with Microsoft Office 2000 is 
guaranteed Thus, VBA becomes an easiest way to build an application that 
fully compatible with Office 2000. 
• Superior power and perfonnance. 
The Microsoft VBA offers a wide range of options for integrating functions 
into existing Office environment. These options give us control over every 
office programmable object. With the access to these programmable objects, 
we are able to customize a unique Office environment that is suitable for 
generating learning materials and better display features of these materials. 
VBA also offers the same outstanding perfonnance found in Visual Basic. 
2.2.4 The Office and Visual Bas1c Relationship 
Visual Basic for Applications is a combination of an integrated programming 
environment (the Visual Basic Editor) and the Visual Basic programming 
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language. This combination allows programmers to easily design and develop 
Visual Basic programs. The tenn "for Applications" refers to the fact that the 
Visual Basic programming language and the development tools in the Visual 
Basic Editor are seamlessly integrated with all Office applications so that 
programmers can develop custom functionality and feature solutions using 
these applications. 
2.2.5 How Does Visual Basic for Applications Relate to Visual Basic? 
Visual Basic for Applications (also known as Visual Basic, Applications 
Edition) isn't the same as, and shouldn't be confused with, Microsoft Visual 
Basic. Office features the Visual Basic language and exposes the ability to 
control Office functionality through a set of programmable objects. Using the 
Visual Basic Editor and the different objects exposed by Office (which are 
integrated with all Office applications) you can create specialized programs 
for Office. Programmers can store these programs in an Office document or in 
a separate file called an add-in. 
The tools and graphical user interface provided by the Editor are consistent 
with the Microsoft Visual Basic version 6.0 development environment. Visual 
Basic 6.0, however, provides much more advanced programming tools and 
functionality, so programmers can create complex programs for the Microsoft 
Windows operating system and components for other Windows programs. 
Programmers can develop self-contained executables (.exe files) as well as 
application extensions (.dlJ files) for Office using the tools in the Visual Basic 
6.0 programming system. 
2.2.6 The V1sual Basic Editor in Office Applicallons 
Each document, workbook, presentation, or database you open in Word, 
Excel, PowerPoint, or Access respectively has an associated Visual Basic for 
Applications project. When you open a workbook in Excel, for example, an 
associated Visual Basic project is listed in the Project Explorer window of the 
Visual Basic Editor. To write Visual Basic code in the Excel workbook's 
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Visual Basic for Applications project, you must display the VisuaJ Basic 
Editor. One way to display it is to point to Macro on the Tools menu, and then 
click Visual Basic Editor on the submenu. Figure 2.1 illustrate menu items to 
access the Visual Basic editor. 
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Figure 2.1: Menu items to access Visual Basic editor. 
All the applications in Office provide the same integrated development 
environment. The Visual Basic Editor contains aU the programming tools you 
need to write Visual Basic code and create custom solutions. For example, you 
can switch to the VisuaJ Basic Editor window from Word the same way you 
do from Power Point (from the Tools menu, point to Macro, and then click 
Visual Basic Editor). Figure 2.2 shows the Visual Basic Editor accessed from 
Power Point. 
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Figure 2.2: The Visual Basic Editor 
Although the Editor is a separate window in all Office applications, it looks 
and functions identically in each one. Thus, you can potentially have three 
Visual Basic Editor windows open at one time, each one associated with a 
separate application. When you close a given application, its associated Visual 
Basic Editor window closes automatically. 
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2.3 Component Object Model (COM) 
2.3.1 Whatrs COM? 
Microsoft has defined an open, extensible standard for software 
interoperability. The Component Object Model (COM) makes it possible for 
software components that you create to work with other software components, 
including software you buy off-the-shelf. 
COM allows software components, derived from any combination of pre-
existing components you have developed and components from different 
software vendors, to connect to and communicate with each other. 
Because COM enables interoperability among applications written in different 
languages, a word processor application written by one vendor can connect to 
a spreadsheet object written by another vendor. The word processor 
application could then be used to import data from the spreadsheet object. 
Additionally, the spreadsheet object could receive data through a COM object 
residing on a mainframe. The word processor, spreadsheet, and mainframe 
database do not have to know anything about each other's implementation. The 
word processor only needs to know how to connect to the spreadsheet~ the 
spreadsheet only needs to know how to expose its services for other software 
components to connect. 
2.3.2 COM and Visual Baste 
As you define the functionality required by your application, look for places 
where you can use pre-existing COM components instead of having to write 
the code to implement a given functionality yourself For example, you could 
create a function procedure that logs a user into a server. In your corporation~ 
you may be required to include this procedure in every application you create. 
Instead of adding this code to every program, you can implement this logon 
procedure in a COM component that can be easily reused from project to 
project. 
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There are many reasons to use COM components in an application, including: 
• Reusability 
Once you create a COM component, other developers can use it. This enables 
easy access to your component's features in other applications without 
requiring developers to write extensive code. 
• Reduced complexity 
You can create a COM component to hide programming complexity from 
other programmers. Other programmers need only know what information to 
provide to your component, and what information to retrieve. 
• Easier updating 
Components make it easier for you to revise and update your applications. For 
example, you can create a COM component that encapsulates business rules. 
If the business rules change, you update just the component, not all the 
applications that use the component. 
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2.4 COM Add-Ins 
2.4.1 What is COM add-in? 
Add-ins are tools that you can create to customize and extend the functionality 
of Word, Excel, PowerPoint, or Access themselves. An add-in is a 
supplemental program that adds custom commands and specialized features to 
any Office application. For example, you can write an add-in program for 
Word, Excel, and PowerPoint that displays a list of contacts retrieved from 
your Outlook Contacts folder. You can create an add-in in the form of a 
wizard that steps a user through a series of tasks. Most add-ins are accessed 
through a menu command or tool bar button. 
2.4.2 Why we need to develop COM add-ins? 
If you buy a hair dryer in Malaysia and you travel to Europe, you will 
probably need to buy an adapter so you can plug it in and use it there. The hair 
dryer can't plug in and work in all areas of the world. 
In Office 97, an add-in that plugs into Microsoft Word can't readily be plugged 
into Microsoft Excel or any other Office application. Programmers need to 
develop an "adapter" to plug an add-in for one Office 97 application into 
another. In Office 2000, the COM add-in model provides the universal adapter 
to plug any add-in into any Office application. 
The COM add-in model supersedes the capabilities of the add-in model 
provided by each Office 97 application, Because the COM add-in model 
supersedes Office 97 capabilities, if programmers have developed add-ins for 
Office 97, they will have the option of using the COM add-in model in Office 
2000 without sacrificing functionality. 
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2. -1.3 The Characteristrcs of an Add-In Model 
The following points list the characteristics that make an add-in model for 
Office successful. Each characteristic is available in the COM add-in model 
for Office 2000 and is not consistently available in Office 97. These 
characteristics all provide reasons why you should use the COM add-in model 
to create add-ins in Office 2000. 
• Teaches you how to write an add-in once and apply skills to any 
application. 
Each Office 97 application, except Outlook, has at least two ways to extend its 
capabilities through add-ins. In Office 2000, when you learn how to create a 
COM add-in once, you've learned bow to create it for any Office application. 
• Allows you to write code in one file and load it into any Office 
application. 
The registration of a COM add-in indicates which Office application the add-
in file can be loaded into. 
• Add-ins are easily portable to other Office applications 
Using the COM add-in model , you can add an additional Select Case 
statement where applicable to distinguish which application the add-in is 
loaded into. 
• Allows you to use the programming language or developer tool you like 
When Office loads a COM add-in, it doesn't know what programming 
language was used to build the add-in file. In Office 97, each application 
connects and disconnects an add-in in a different way based on the 
programming language the add-in is developed in. 
• Can set an add-in's connection to optimize performance 
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Word and Microsoft PowerPoint don't provide a way to load an add-in on 
demand (that is, when a menu or toolbar customization is clicked). Excel and 
Microsoft Access do provide a way to load an add-in on demand, but in 
inconsistent ways. COM add-ins provide a consistent way to connect an add-in 
at application startup or when a user clicks a menu or tool bar custornization. 
• Allows a registering of add-ins in the Microsoft Windows Registry that's 
consistent across applications 
Each Office 97 application provides a different way and a different Windows 
Registry key to register an add-in. The keys to register a COM add-in are 
consistent in each Office 2000 application. 
• Provides a consistent and simple way to communicate between two add-
ins PowerPoint's 
In Office 97, Word, Excel, PowerPoint, and Access each provide the Run 
method on the Application object. However, method varies slightly. With 
COM add-ins, you can communicate between add-ins consistently using the 
Object property on the COMAddln object 
• Shows one way to learn how to package and deploy an add-in 
The Package and Deployment Wizard, available in Visual Basic 6.0 or 
Microsoft Office 2000 Developer, provides a consistent way to package and 
deploy a COM add-in. 
• Can create add-ins that know if an Office application is started from the 
Windows Start menu or Windows Explorer, through Automation using 
CreateObject, or through an embedded object 
A value from 1 to 3 is assigned to the first value of the customO array 
argument passed into the OnConneclion procedure in a COM add-in, 
indicating how the Office application is started. Add-ins in Office 97 do not 
provide a way to determine how the application is started. 
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• Allows you to determine if an add-in is loaded when the application is 
started or after it's started 
By using the ConnectMode argument passed into the OnConnecllon procedure 
in a COM add-in, you can detennine when the add-in is loaded. 
• Gives you the ability to create a template for use in any new add-in 
projects 
You can create a template for Visual Basic 6.0 or Visual C++ to reuse every 
time you create a COM add-in. 
• Provides in each application a consistent add-ins dialog box that displays a 
list of available add-ins 
You can access the add-ins dialog box by clicking the Add-Ins menu item or a 
related item on the Tools menu in each application. In Office 2000 you can 
access the COM Add-Ins dialog box from the COM Add-Ins command. 
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2. 5.1 Microsoft Office Objects 
Objects that we perceive by vision or touch surround us all. We distinguish 
things by their properties, how they are related to other objects, and how they 
are affected by an action. Most objects have some sort of functional or 
aesthetic purpose, and many are collections of objects grouped together. An 
obvious example would be your computer. It consists of a monitor, a 
keyboard, speakers, a processor, disk drives, a mouse, and perhaps other 
components. Each component is further composed of objects, until we finally 
reach a fundamental element. 
Software provides a similar ordering of objects. We can't, of course, put them 
on our mantel, but we can distinguish them by their properties and the 
relationships they have with one another. In Office, almost all the functionality 
we work with and all the viewable content we create is represented by an 
equivalent object in Visual Basic for Applications. Because these objects are 
programmable, we can develop a Visual Basic program that manipulates the 
properties that an object exposes. The collections of Office objects are 
categorized by either Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Access, Outlook, or Office, 
and they allow us to navigate down to the smallest detail of information in any 
of our documents. 
2.5.2 The Object Model 
Most objects are described in relation to another object. For example, a key on 
our keyboard doesn't stand on its own; it's a functioning part of the whole 
keyboard, which in tum is part of our computer. It's the relationship of objects 
that forms the basis of an object model in Office; the model is the hierarchy of 
objects in relation to each other. 
All Office applications have the same general hierarchy model of objects, with 
the Application object residing at the top. Each object represents an element of 
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an application, such as a shape on a slide, a cell in a worksheet, a word in a 
document, or a table in a database. Navigating up and down the object model 
hierarchy is similar to using a road map, which displays the routes you might 
take to reach certain destinations. 
The Appltcation object represents the starting point. From the Applicatron 
object, we travel down a branched highway, selecting objects to pass through 
until we reach the object we want. If we want to change the color of a shape in 
a PowerPoint slide, we start with the Applrcatron object (PowerPoint), indicate 
which presentation the slide belongs to, and then find the slide that contains 
the shape. Finally, we reach our destination by selecting the shape on the slide. 
Figure 2.3 illustrates the concept of Objects in Microsoft Office Power Point. 
Application 
ASSIStant 
Sl1deShowW1ndows 
Hyperlinks 
Headers Footers 
TextRange 
Figure 2.3: Objects hierarchy in Power Point. 
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Chapter 3 :M.etliotfofogy 
3.1 Introduction 
System development methodology is a very formal and precise system development 
process that defines a set of activities, methods, best practices, deliverables and 
automated tools for system developments and project managers use to develop and 
maintain most or all information systems and software. 
A methodology is a problem solving approach to build systems. The tenn problems is 
used in this chapter include real problems, opportunities for improvement and 
directives from management. (Berjamin, 1997) 
The methodology used to develop and support the proposed system is the most 
commonly used methodology. Rapid Application Development (RAD) route. The 
basic ideas of RAD are: 
• To more actively involve system users in the analysis, design, and 
construction activities 
• To organize systems development into a series of focused, intense workshops 
jointly involving system owners, users, analysts, designers, and builders 
• To accelerate the requirements analysis and system design phases through an 
iterative construction approach 
• To reduce the amount of time until the users begin to see a working system 
The reasons why this approach been chosen are: 
• It is most popular for smaller system projects 
• Users and managemen• see working, software-based solutions more rapidly 
then in model-driven development. 
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• It is less risky in the sense of, users and developers can test the system before 
it take place. Thus, if any failure occurs, users and developers can detect it 
immediately 
• lt applies the idea of "divide and conquer", which allow developers deal with 
a smaller piece of problems one by one 
• Projects have higher visibility and support because of the extensive user 
involvement throughout the process 
• The iterative approach is a more "natural" because change is an expected 
factor during development 
Rapid application development is illustrated in Figure 3.1. 
--p 1' . l 
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l Re.9.!Jirements 1 
Statement 1 
Refine 
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- -x-- -
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Specifi ations 
Problems 
Opportunities 
Directives 
R~trements ,... 
alysis lfllli ~ r Construction 
rative) \, '-. } L erative) J 
f Prototype 
Feedback 
,.---U~se-r----..L __ ( Implementatio:1 
:-...._.__c_o_m_m_u_ru_· ty ____ j Solution L (Finish) "Candidate" _ Implementation Functional (Iterative) System 
Figure 3.1: The Rapid Application Development (RAD) route. 
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3.2 Analysis of the system 
System analysis is a study of 
• Current business and information system applicatio~ 
• The definition of user requirements, and 
• Priorities for a new or improved application. 
System analysis is driven by system users' concerns~ hence, it addresses the People, 
Data, Activities and network building blocks from a user perspective (4]. The overall 
emphasis of analysis is to gather data and the feasibility of these solutions. A 
complete understanding of software requirement is essential to the success of a 
software development effort. 
System analysis is conducted with the following objectives in mind [5]: 
• Identify the user need 
• Evaluate the system-concept for feasibility 
• Allocate functions to hardware, software, people, database and other system 
elements. 
• Establish time and schedule constraints 
• Create a system definition that forms the foundation for all subsequent 
engineering work. 
Requirements analysis enable the system engineer to specify software functions and 
performance, indicate software interface with other system elements and establishes 
design constraints that the software must meet. A study of function had been carried 
out on current available features in Microsoft Office 2000 and other existing toolkits. 
This study shows that users can perform almost every office activities with Mkrosoft 
Office 2000, including typing, document editing, slides editing, scheduling and other. 
Microsoft Office is a powerfuJ office automation software, but because it is design for 
general use by most of the users, it doesn't really able to fulfill everyone's need in 
supporting their work. 
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Understanding this fact, Microsoft has leaved the door open to public users to 
customize their own desired Office. To allow users customizing their own functions 
and features, which they found useful to automate their daily works, Microsoft simply 
constructed all office elements into programmable objects. By programming these 
objects, the behavior of the Office applications can be controlled. 
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3.3 Consideration on the development tool 
Before constructing and tailoring the Office applications, it is very important to 
choose right development tools. These tools must able to: 
• Improve productivity - through automation of tasks 
• Improve quality - because automated tools can check for completeness, 
consistency, and contradictions 
• Better and more consistence documentation - because the tools make it easier 
to create and assemble consistent, high-quality documentation 
• Methodologies that really work - through rule enforcement and build-in 
expertise 
The emphasis on speed and quality in software development has resulted in RAD 
approaches. The potential for RAD has been amplified by the transformation of 
programming language compilers into complete application development 
environments. Thus, several software development tools had been developed to assist 
project development in by this approach. These tools include Application 
Development Environments (ADE), which wil1 take place in our project 
development process. 
Application development environment, also known as Integrated Development 
Environment (IDE), are integrated software development tools that provide all the 
facilities necessary to develop new application software with maximum speed quality. 
ADEs make prototyping and RAD possible; however, ADEs are not exclusive to 
RAD techniques. Most programming language compilers are now integrated with a 
full ADE. Some of these well-known language compilers are: 
• Allaire's Cold Fut10n (for Web application development) 
• ffiM's Visual Age product family (C · r , Smal/ta/k, Java and others) 
• InPrise's Delphi and J builder (Java) 
• Microsoft Visual Studio (Visual Basic, C-' t , and Java) 
• Microsoft: Access (SQL and Vrsual Basic for ApplicatiOns) 
• Oracle's Desrgner 2000 
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• Sybase' s PowerBuilder 
• Symentec' s Visual Cafe (Java) 
From the list of language compilers, Visual Basic and Visual Basic for Applications 
are selected as the tool to develop the project. 
Application development environment provide a number of productivity and quality 
management facilities. The ADE vendor provides some of these facilities. Third-party 
vendors provide many other facilities that can integrate into the IDE. 
• Programming languages or mterpreters are the heart of ADE. Powerful 
debugging features and assistance are usually provided to help programmers 
quickly identify and solve programming problems. 
• Interface construction tools help programmers quickly build the user 
interfaces using a component library 
• Midd/eware is software that helps programmers integrate the software being 
develop with various databases and computer networks 
• 
• 
• 
Testing tools are used to build and execute test scripts that can consistently 
and thoroughly test software 
Vers1on control tools help multiple programmer teams manage multiple 
versions of a programme, both during development and after implementation 
Help authoring tools are used to write online help systems, user manuals, and 
online training 
• Repository links permit the ADE to integrate with Computer-aided system 
engmeermg (CASE) tool products as well as other ADEs and development 
tools 
General ADE interface is illustrated in Figure 3.2 
Generally these features provided by ADEs are most desired for development of this 
project. After considered a few available ADEs, Microsoft Visual Basic f or 
ApplicatiOns appears to be the most suitable tool to utilize for the rest of the 
development process. As mentioned earlier, VBA has a totally same syntax with 
Visual Basic but it provides a better way to access. modify, control, and implement 
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objects in Microsoft Office. Foreseeing this project is potentially has a large portion 
of development process dealing with Microsoft Office objects~ VBA is no doubt the 
best ADE to use. 
Menu Bar 
Main Toolbm 
AliiiT 
O ...J 
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Fo1 m Designer 
Code windOIN 
Immediate vvindOIN 
Toolbox 
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P1 oject window 
Forms Layout 
windQ\N 
Watches window 
Figure 3.2: The Visual Basic 6 environment witb most windows opened. 
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3.4 Functional requirements 
A functional requirement is a description of activities and services a system must 
provide. In other words, it states a set of required functions, which included into a 
project. Functional requirement for this project are: 
3.-1.1 File management 
Before opening a file in Word, Excel, Power Point, or Access, users need to 
determine the filename of the document to be opened. When users save a 
document, they need to specify a filename. When they work with the Office 
applications, they use the Open and Save As dialog boxes to navigate through 
the file system on their machine, network, or Web server to open or save a 
document. In Visual Bas1c programs, to find files and folders users can use a 
combination of Visual BasiC for Applications built-in functions, Windows 
Applicallon Programmmg Interfaces (AP!s), and the Microsoft Scnptmg 
Runllme object library. 
In addition to using code to find files and folders programmatically, users can 
use Windows APJs to display Windows system dialog boxes that allow them 
to specify a file or folder. Figure 3.3 illustrates the file system objects 
hierarchy. 
In these project, several file management functions has extended the capability 
of existing Office functions. These functions include: 
• Check if a file exist 
• Check if a folder exist 
• Remove a file 
• Browse for a file 
• Browse for a folder 
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L File a 
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L TextStream 
Figure 3.3: The file system objects hierarchy. 
3.4.2 New and open file 
The most common thing we do in Office applications like Word, Excel, and 
Power Point is to specify an area in a document and then manipulate the 
content. If we want to create content in a new document or in an existing 
document that isn't currently loaded into the application, we first need to 
create a new file or open an existing one. This necessity isn't limited to Word, 
Excel, and PowerPoml documents. We may also need to create new e-mail 
messages in Outlook, for example, or open an existing database in Access to 
retrieve data for a report in Word. 
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3.4.3 Save and close 
If we click Save As on the File menu in Word, Excel, or PowerPoinl, we will 
see the Save As dialog box. We will also see it if we click Close on the File 
menu and the document hasn't been saved before. We use the Save As dialog 
box to navigate to a folder, specify a filename and then click Save to save the 
file in the specified file folder. 
3.4. -1 Print 
If we click Print on the File menu in Word, E.xcel, or Power Point, we see the 
Print dialog box. We use it to set print criteria such as the print range or 
number of copies, and then we click OK to print the file through the specified 
printer. 
3.4.5 Code sample processing 
• Code input 
Provides an input panel, where users can specified the title, purpose, and 
other information about the code. With this panel, users can input their 
code sample, whether by typing, cut and paste, drag and drop, or import 
from other files. 
• Code formatting 
Code after the input session wiJJ be forward to another panel to perform 
editing and formatting. These formatting steps include: 
./ Format variable 
Variable will be formatted to distinguish them from other part of the 
code. Varying the colours of the variable is one of the ways. To 
simplify this formatting task, the tool will automate these actions, 
while users just have to define the name of the variable once. 
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./ Format structure of the code 
Each procedure or control structure of the sample programme code is a 
block of code. From an opening parenthesis to the appropriate closing 
parenthesis, a block of code can be display separately for better 
visualization. With these specially designed display options, the code 
will be easier to handle and explain in the lecturing session . 
./ Format displaying setting 
Users can specifY their preference on displaying the code in an options 
panel. They should be able to choose 
x Font attributes of the text, 
x Colour of different element, such as variable, control keywords 
in the code, and 
x Display characteristics of the code panel. 
• Code display 
This tool can provide users some runtime display options. Such as 
./ Whether to be display on top of other windows 
./ Whether two sets of codes (for compare purpose) are display in tile 
windows or in a single window. And if it is displaying in a single 
windows, a separator would vertically or horizontally separate the 
window into two sections. 
3.4.6 Algorithm animation 
Algorithm animation is a function provided by this project to support the 
explanation of programming algorithm, simple programming code, or block of 
programming code. 
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It help lecturers to explain codes in a better way since student will have better 
visualization of executing the algorithm or code. This feature can avoid 
inability of student to imagine the execution of certain algorithm or code. 
3. 4. 7 Drag and drop 
To make editing and input of materials easier, this tool should able to utilize 
drag and drop idea. In other words, users can simply highlight text they want 
to put into their material, and drag the selected area to their material editable 
text field. 
3.4.8 Convertfileformat 
The tool needs to be able to convert format of a file. Users create, edit and 
save their material in Power Point. By using this convert function, they don't 
have to retype and reedit the material in Word. The tool will automatically 
rearrange all slides content and save it into Word format. This helps users to 
avoid double work on the same thing, and thus, saving their time. 
3.4.9 Pop up 
• Error messages 
Error massage will inform users for using functions of the tool in improper 
ways. This error message will provide information and guide for solving 
the problems users facing. 
• User defined messages 
Users can manually customize a pop up information themselves. This little 
function will increase flexibility to arrange different ways to present 
learning materials. 
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3.4.10 Displaying progress bar 
This function allows users to insert a progress bar into each page or each slide 
of their materials. Progress bar is the simplest way to indicate the progress of a 
lecture. This feature helps lecturers to manage their time more effectively. 
3.4.11 Menu and too/bars 
Understanding that this tool will provides numbers of functions; menu and 
toolbars are necessary for easier access to most of the functions. Newly added 
menu items will reside on the existing Office menu bar. All related menu item 
would be group under one main menu item for better recognition. 
Graphical tool bars provides fastest access to frequently used functions, and 
because these toolbars are graphical, it is easy to know what kind of function 
they link to. Moreover, tool tips function is provided along with the toolbars. 
This combination of user-friendly features will greatly reduce time spend to 
understand function of each tool bars. 
3.4.12 Helpfeatures 
• Help files 
Help features are accessible from the menu and toolbar. It provides 
infonnation needed by users to solve problems or learn more about the 
tool. 
• Tool tips 
Tool tips will automatically display when users place their mouse cursor at 
the toolbar. It makes the tool more user-friendly and easier to understand. 
• Office assistant 
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The Office Assistant provides a common interface for displaying Help 
information and tips to users who are working with any Office application. 
By using the Assistant in this tool, it provides Help tips that explain how to 
use features in the tool. It can also display a set of ways to get more 
information. Since the objects, methods, and properties associated with the 
Office Assistant are defined in the Microsoft Office 9.0 Object Library, we 
can write code that can be shared among, and executed in, all the Office 
applications without having to tailor the code to each one. 
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3.5 Non-functional requirements 
Non-functional requirements are the constraints under, which software must 
operate and standards that must be met by the software. That is, a non-
functional requirements or constraints describes a restriction on the software, 
that guide us to find better choices for constructing a solution to the problem. 
These constraints usually narrow our selection of language, platform, 
implementation techniques or implementation tools. 
3. 5.1 User friendly and ease of use 
This project will construct a user-friendly functions and interface for the tool. 
These include graphical user interface (Gill) techniques, simplified steps and 
functions, and help features to guide users. 
3.5.2 Reliability 
The tool is designed for reliability. It is expected not causing any unnecessary 
and undesired downtime of the overall environment. A tool is reliable only if it 
does not dangerous and costly failures when users utilize it in a proper way. 
This definition recognizes that a tool may not always be used in the way the 
designer expects. 
3.5.3 Efficiency 
Efficiency in computer terminology means a procedure hat can be called or 
accessed in an unlimited numbers of times to produce similar outcomes or 
output at creditable speed. 
3.5.4 Simplicity 
Simplicity refers to keep forms and screens properly uncluttered in a manner 
that focuses the user attention. 
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3.5.5 Reusability 
The extent to which a program or part of it can be reuse in other application. 
The project is actually extents most of the objects in Office, and is construct 
by creating and controlling reusable object in Office. These objects and 
procedure are reusable by future Office developing engineer. 
3.5.6 Maintainability 
A software is maintainable if the functions in the software are easy to modify 
and test when updating to meet requirement, correcting errors, or move to a 
different computer system. This tool is mostly constructed based on the Office 
development strategies. From this point of view, it keeps a very good 
environment for future maintenance and upgrade. 
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3.6 Run-time requirement 
3. 6. / Software Requirement 
This tool' s final form will be the Microsoft Office 2000 applications COM 
add-in. At the mean time, it is still not a stand-alone programme. For this 
reason, the software requirement is actually simple: All computers running 
Microsoft Office 2000 will be able to utilize the functions in the add-in. 
3.6.2 Hardware Requirement 
The hardware requirement consideration is basically not much different from 
the software requirement, in the sense that we just need a set of compatible 
hardware that runs Microsoft Office 2000 to operate this tool. Below are the 
minimum hardware requirements: 
Processor 
Memory 
Storage 
Software 
Monitor 
Input Devices : 
Intel Pentium II 500 MHz (or 100% compatible) 
64 MB RAM for Windows 95/98 
50MB Hard disk space 
Microsoft Office 2000 
Turbo C++ 3.0 (optional) 
SVGA Colour monitor 
Keyboard and mouse 
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System design is defined as those tasks that focus on the specification of a detailed 
computer-based solution. There are many strategies or techniques for performing 
systems design. They include modern structured design, informatiOn engineering, 
prototyping, JAD, RAD, and object-oriented design. These strategies are often viewed 
as competing alternative approaches to systems design, but in reality, certain 
COmbinations complement one another. 
In this project, Rapid Application Design {RAD) is used as the design strategy. RAD 
is the merger of various structured techniques (especially the DATA-driven 
information engineering) with prototyping techniques and joint application 
development techniques to accelerate systems development. 
4.1 Overview of project architecture 
This project is designed based on architecture as shown in Figure 4. J. This tool is 
build to customize and implement numbers of handy functions to Office applications. 
Users can access these functions only from Office applications, which install this add-
In tool. Thus, from the illustrated flow of activities, it is clear that this tool is not 
Stand-alone software. Its functions can be utilized to allow new forms of inputs and 
outputs, which differ from Office applications documents. 
More technical information is load into Office documents when the tool is use. And 
later this information will represent various outcomes to assist lecturers in their 
lectu.nn g. 
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Figure 4.1: Project architecture flow diagram. 
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In Figure 4.2, more detail information about every functional task of the project is 
shown in a decomposition diagram. 
t~J 
4 0 I The Tool . 
[ 1 I I 2 I I 3 I 4 J I 5 I Al~M~t Content lnpllt COntent OUtput Rlt COtMrsiOn HelpSylttm 
1.1 2.1 3.1 
H 
4.1 5.1 
NewFNe Text Input Nom'lal Presei!UIIIol'l l'trform Conwnton Help FIR 
1.2 2.2 ~ 3.2 ~ 4.2 I Opl/n Fl~ PopUp F'opllpMes~ SiiYf the Converted ').1.1 Vftslon of Ale Tmh! or content 5.1..2 I l 3.3 SNrdt 1.2.1 2.2.1 PopUp COde 5.1.3 Check If ill foldrr 6151~ Crsr~popup Index 
1.2.2 2.2.2 
Ch«tt If i1 file ~ISH Edit content of pop up I . 5.2 Of'lla AntstMit [_Qpen 1.2.3 2.2.3 3.3.1 
in IMWia of Ilk! Insert controls to file COde Ll¥oUI 
1.3 2.3 I 3.3.2 l ~eFIIn Codt Input Codt Slmulilllon 5.2.1 
3.4 II«Rw lllqHir; .,.. 
I Display lncllalof 5.2..2 I Respond to InqUiry 
1.3.1 1.3.1 5.2.3 
Cll«<t If ill fOidw tliiStS Codt ForrnMttno Unktohel~ 
1.3.2 2.3.2 
Check If il Ilk! tlllsts Set SlmuliiiiOn TIISlts 
1.3.3 
Delete selected fiR 2.4 
Insert lnclator 
1.4 
CICM/s-AIK 
I 
1.4.1 
Check If the file Is SiiWd 
1.4.2 
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1.4.3 
Cl~ IMW~U of ftle 
Figure 4.2: Decomposition diagram of tbe project. 
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4.2 Overview of project elements 
There are potentially seven main components in the project. And each of them can be 
divided into smaller components. These elements are: 
• File processing function, with elements: 
x Open file - to open an existing file 
x Create and delete file - to create a new file or delete an existing one 
x Close and save file - to close a document and determine if it is saved. And 
perfonn save function base on user' s decision. 
• Po,rups 
x Code - to display code in a pop up panel. The code can be fonnatted for 
better outcome. This formatting action can be performed in the setting of 
the pop up. 
x Good practices - This pop up panel allow user to include notes of better 
programming practices into the document. 
x Example - this pop up panel allows user to include an example into the 
document. 
x References - To create a pop up panel to support displaying references, 
hyper link these references if necessary. 
• Code simulation 
This element consists of functions to simulate code in way that user specified. 
The functions will simulate the outcome of the executing the code, such as 
x Messages - Codes that displayed on screen to communicate with user of 
the code. 
x Input - Display when the code executed to an input section. Value will be 
input by user. 
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x Output - Display results of execution of codes, such as results generated 
by processing input. 
• Progress indicator 
To be include in a document to visualize the prog.·ess of viewing the 
document. 
• User interface of the tool, include 
x Menu items - most common way to link user to functions 
x Toolbar - easier way to access functions of the tool, consist of clickable 
graphical bar. 
x Graphics - to decorate the user interface 
x Panel - to let user input setting or display messages to users 
x Buttons - basic user interface element. User click on a button to start an 
action. 
• Help system 
The help system \\ill provide help in two ways: 
x Help files - to be read by user who need more information of the tool 
x Office assistant - can assist user to solve problems step-by-step. 
• Converting tool 
This element will help user to convert documents to other file format. 
Structured materials will be sorted into place during the file conversion. This 
helps students for a better understanding of the generated notes. 
These elements are illustrated in Figure 4.3. 
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Figure 4.3 Basic element of the project 
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4.3 Project flow design 
Data flow diagram (DFD) is a system analysis tool for modeling the logical 
requirements of a system. With a few extensions of graphical language, DFD can also 
be USed as a systems design tool for modeling the physical architecture and design of 
a system. 
Phys1ca/ data flow diagrams model the technical and human decisions to be 
implemented as part of a system. They communicate technical choices and other 
design decisions to those who will actually construct an implement the system. 
A physical data flow represents any of the following: 
• The planned implementation of an input to or output from a physical process 
• A database command or actions such as create, read, update, or delete 
• The import of data from or the export of data to another system across a 
network, or 
• The flow of data between two modules or subroutines within the same 
program 
Based on the functional decomposition and structure of the project, processes in the 
Project are grouped into 4 categories. 
• File management 
• Content editing 
• Document conversion 
• Help retrieving 
These processes are illustrated in a data flow diagram as shown in Figure 4.4. 
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Figure 4.4: Project flow diagram 
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4
.3.] File management: 
User can create a file in Office applications with a default setting. The file is a 
temporary file, which means it is not saved in storage device. This file, 
however, can be saved into the storage devices with another process - save 
file. When the user needs to do any update to a file stored in the storage 
device, open file command will retrieve information of this file from the 
storage device and create an instance of the file. AH updates will take place to 
the original file saved in the storage device unless the save file command is 
invoked again. 
4
·3.2 Content Editing 
There are three content editing processes available in this project. 
• Pop up editing 
User can edit content of a pop up in this section. After editing process, a 
control to invoke the pop up will be placed into the document. 
• Code editing 
User can edit content of code samples here and perform formatting to the 
code, such as highlight (colorize) the code and simulate setting of the code. 
After editing process, a control to invoke the code will be placed into the 
document. 
• Insert indicator 
User can insert a progress bar to the document to indicate the progress of 
how far the document has been viewed. 
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-1.3.3 Document convers1on 
In this section, user can perform conversion from the original file format to 
another specified format, such as from Power Point format to Word format. 
This function will rearrange the original document's content into order. After 
the conversion, a file with the specified format witl be created and stored into 
storage device. 
4.3.4 Help retrieving 
In this section, user can get guide for the tool from a preinstalled help system. 
This system included help files, tool tips and Office assistant. When help 
requests receive from user, the help system determine which kind of help is 
usefuJ to the user. After that, information about the tool will be generated and 
feedback to the user. 
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4.4 Input design 
Most new applications being developed today include a graphical user interface 
(GUI). Most are based on Microsoft Windows. While GUI designs provide a more 
user-friendly interface, they also present more complex design issues than their 
predecessors. 
Input design of the tool wiiJ focus on selecting the proper screen-based controls for 
entering data on a GUI screen. The design will implement some of the most common 
controls used in GUI-based input forms. These controls include: 
• Text box - for entering single or multiple lines of text, such as notes or codes 
into the document. This control requires uses to type the data in the box. 
• Radio button - Radio button provides the user with an easy way to quickly 
identify and select a particular value from a value set. 
• Check box - A check box consists of a square box followed by a textual 
description of the input field for which the user is to provide the yes/no value. 
This control is used in the tool to let users select whether to on or off a 
function. 
• List box - A list box is a control that requires the user to select a data item' s 
value from a list of possible choices. List box is used in the tool for users to 
select their criteria to certain specifications, styles of display, and other edit 
selections. 
• Button - Strictly speaking, buttons are not input controls. They do not 
contribute to the selection of or input of actual data. Nonetheless, input form 
design is incomplete without them. Buttons serve several purposes. They 
allow a user to commit all of the data to be processed, or cancel a transaction, 
or get help. They can be used to navigate between instances of the same form. 
The tool consist of several input GUI screens, these screens are illustrated and 
described as below: 
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4. 4.1 Normal input 
This input screen is the input screen of Office applications; there 1s no 
modification done to the existing Office content input field. 
4.-1.2 Pop up input screen 
,.. l'nr llr lnrut ~;r.rP.P.n EJ 
Good Practice 
El<ample 
Notice 
Reference 
Figure 4.5: Input screen of Pop Up 
The form wi II consist of: 
Ok 
• A drop down list for users to choose type of pop up they wish to insert 
into the document. 
• A multiple lines text box for users to input their message. 
4.-1.3 Code input screen 
The code input screen is a form consisting: 
• A multiple lines text box for users to input their code 
• Two check boxes to let user define whether to highlight the code and 
whether to allow code compare. If the Highlight code check box is 
checked, code will be highlighted as options specified in setting panel, 
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which accessible by clicking the Selling button. The setting is 
including which element of code selected to be highlight and colour for 
each element. If the allow compare check box is checked, users have to 
insert another code with the code input fonn and an addition control 
will be added to the code output controL All these actions can be 
processed when the Format Code button been clicked. After all 
fonnatting had been done; users can click the Insert Code button to 
insert their code/codes to the document. 
11111 Code Input Sr.u~1m CJ 
EHQI'IIPio Codo 
public class Keymain{ 
J)lbic static void ~Strir9() args){ 
System. out.pnnlf1 nput: "); 
String str-KeyboardreadStr~). 
char cO=str toCharArra\(1; 
system. out. prinlf '0 ulpt.t: "). 
for[ri i-0; i<c.length; i++J{ 
if{c[iJ•'.'J{ 
system. out. prri( c(i]); 
} 
el~ 
} 
~(C~+l J•'.1{ 
eft+ 1 )-Olaf act.er toi.JpperCa$e(~+ 1]); 
System.oulprint{c[i]); 
else{ 
Syotom.oulpr~o{iJ); 
} 
} 
Figure 4.6: Code input screen. 
4.4.-1 Insert indicator seltmgpane/ 
... IL:~ II 
FMMtCode I 
lnseftCode 1 
eence~J 
In this panel, users can select styles of indicator, location on the screen to 
insert the indicator and other attributes of the indicator. 
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4.5 Output design 
Output design for the tool implements same elements for GID as in input design. The 
Purpose of output design for this tool is to display users input information. This 
information, such as formatted code and progress indicator cannot be displayed by 
normal Office applications' functions. Fo11owing are some basic design of the output 
screens. 
4.5.1 Pop up output screen 
11o Pop Up Uulput Screen Plr-JEJ 
Good Practice 
If Ok 'I 
eance~l 
~ rword"Wrap 
Figure 4. 7: Output screen of pop up. 
This pop up screen consists of a text box to display message. The text box can 
be set to wrap the word in the text box when it exceeds maximum length of the 
text box. 
-1.5.2 Code output screen 
Code output screen consist of one or two text box, depends on whether there 
are codes to be compared. When there are codes to compare, user can click the 
Compare ('ode button to bring up another text box to show another set of 
code. User can set attribute to display these codes, such as arrange these codes 
into horizontal or vertical position. When user clicks on the Show Block 
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button, the tool will show each block of code separately to make the code 
more readable. Run code button simply invoke simulation of the code. 
.., [ode S .. unplc ~ .. 
Code1 Code:l 
Figure 4.8: Code output screen. 
4.5.3 Progress bar output 
Figure 4.9: Progress bar been placed at tbe bottom of a slide. 
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The progress bar output is simple. A progress bar is place on a location of the 
document as specified earlier. And this progress bar just takes a little place in 
every page of document. 
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4.6 User Interface Design 
User interface is the specification of a dialogue or conversation between the system 
USer and the computer. This dialogue generally results in data input and information 
output. There are several styles of graphical user interfaces (GUI). Traditionally these 
styles were viewed as alternatives, but they are increasingly blended. This section 
presents an overview of several different styles or strategies used in the project for 
designing graphical user interfaces and how they are incorporate with existing Office 
user interface. 
FoJlowing are several components of user interface in this project: 
4.6.1 Menu 
The oldest and most commonly employed dialogue strategy is menu selection. 
Different types of menu cater to notice and expert users. In this project, the 
tool related menu would be put under one menu group, which reside at the 
existing menu bar of Office applications. As illustrated in Figure 4.10, the 
menu group "LMaGTool" (short for Learning Materials Generating Tool) is 
resides at the end of the menu bar. Users can easily access functions in the tool 
by select an action from the menu. 
New menu Item 
Figure 4.10: New menu item integrated into existing menu bar in Office 
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In a GU1, menus are usually implement with pull-down and cascading menus 
from a menu bar as shown in Figure 4. I 1. Users can select a menu group 
either using the mouse or a keyboard shortcut (e.g. , simultaneously pressing 
the Alt-key plus the underlined letter of the menu, called a mnemomc, 
shortcut, or hot-key). 
"'* l roo~s r§ble Window ~ 
~ ~ ~$ldGrammer... F7 
N RoiT Lanouave 
- WOrd COI.ri ... 
• • ~ AytoSt.mnarize .. . 
- 8!-toCorrect ... 
Irack Chanoes 
Met9&~··· 
erotect Ooarnert ••. 
OQine U3labor aticl'l 
Ma!Metge .. . 
crll f/'ot"eiopes lind Labels ..• 
Letter wq~ .. . 
., Macros ... 
T~ and Add-{l'ls... e &ecord New Macro ... 
~I.!St:omZe.. . ~ity ... 
__ Qptloi_-_IS._ •• -----~~Basic Editor Alt:+Fll 
• Microsoft~ ~dlor At+Shlft+ftt 
Figure 4.11: A pull-down and cascading menu from menu bar. 
Each menu group has its own pull-down menu. When the user selects a group 
from the menu bar, a submenu is pull down. Figure 4.12 shows the menu 
structure design for the project. The submenu choices will be sub grouped by 
horizontal lines (e.g., grouping all Save or Print submenu commands). 
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2.1 
Short Notu 
2.3 
wmplf 
Figure 4.12: Menu structure oftbe project 
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-1.6.2 Too/bar 
Toolbar consist of icons (pictures) that represent menu shortcuts for actions 
and commands that are normally embedded in the drop-down and cascading 
menus. Figure 4.12 illustrates a floating toolbar designed for the tool. 
·-. I M ,11 j I nnl "[iii £J 
Figure 4.13: A floating toolbar designed for tbis project. 
In windows applications, a toolbar of commonly used actions is found 
immediately beneath the menu bar. The user can click on any of these tools or 
icons to immediately invoke that action without going through the menus. This 
toolbar will is customizable by users under Office environment. 
4. 6. 3 Progress bar 
A progress bar is a feature introduced to improve lecture timing. This little bar 
can shows how many percent of learning materials had been viewed~ and how 
many more materials to show. With this feature, lecturer can control the speed 
and time to spend on each part of the materials. Iflecture time is running out 
but there is a lot of materials have not been explain, lecturer may be cut short 
some less important part of materials. And if there is plenty of time, lecturer 
can spend more time explaining important focuses of the study. 
The progress bar can avoid scrolling up and down to check how much 
materials left to present to the student, which disturb attention of students. On 
other hand, students can be more aware of the progress of the lecture process. 
Therefore they can easily focus on each part of the lecture, not wondering if 
the lecture is going to last very soon. Figure 4.13 illustrates a progress bar. 
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Figure 4.14: A simple progress bar 
4.7 Help design 
The design, construction, and testing of a help system is an important part of a 
project. Help system is expected to assist users to solve their problems by 
providing information about the tool. A complete help system consist of table 
of contents, numerous instructions, examples, and a thorough index. 
Another help feature is more effective for the more novice user. This feature is 
help agent (or assistant). Agents are reusable software objects that can operate 
across different software applications and even across network. As is 
illustrated in Figure 4. 14, a help agent is consisting of several elements. 
Icon ~ Elements of the Heading Assistant's Balloon 
CIK:k OK when yaive 
r"vtpwed h Q!Qments. 
Text 
Labels e There are 6 main 
elements. 
e Labels can be 
numbered or bullated. 
Checkboxes r Show more 
information. 
Balloon 00 Button set 
'---.:.J 
i Assistant 
Figure 4.15: Elements of the Assistant's BaUoon 
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Microsoft help agent (referred to as an assistant) provides a common help 
assistant across all Office 97 and Office 2000 applications. A single user click 
on this help agent will initiates help. 
The Microsoft help agent is complemented by natural language processing 
technology that allow the user to write an inquiry in natural language phrases 
that are interpreted by the agent to present the most likely help responses. The 
user can then select one of those responses or enter into the more detailed help 
index. 
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Chapter 5 System Impfementation 
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes system implementation of Learning Material Generating Tools 
CLMaGTools). System implementation process included all coding approach, style of 
Coding, and programming language issues. 
As planned and decided in section 3.3 - Consideration of Development Tool, the 
project has been carried out with Visual Basic as the primary programming language 
to code, implement and test functions in LMaGT ools. 
Besides Visual Basic, a simple yet powerful tool provided by Microsoft Visual 
Studio, Help Workshop, had been used to edit, compile and test User Guide for 
LMaGTools. This tool is able to compile the user guide into common windows help 
file format, which is a 32-bit help file. 
A own customized Rich Textbox, which has a lot of different and value added 
functions compares to existing Rich Textbox provided in Visual Basic reference, is 
imported into the project development environment. This Rich T extbox has been use 
to produce many text effects in "Code Highlight" section. 
Following part of this chapter is detail of these processes and steps in the project 
lifecycle. 
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5.2 System Coding 
System implementation is a process of transforming the design specification and data 
models into an executable software. As mentioned in the previous chapters, the 
programming tool that used to develop LMaGTools is Visual Basic and it is 
implemented in Office PowerPoint environment In order to use the ADE of Visual 
Basic, a good understanding of the way it works and some new terminology and 
programming concepts associated with it is necessary. These concepts include COM, 
ActiveX, OCX, API, etc. In addition, there are a few other aspects that have to be 
considered, such as simplicity of code and TWl-time efficiency of the written program. 
5.2. 1 Visual Basic 
Visual Basic is a simple yet powerful language that supports Object Oriented 
Programming (OOP). With its compact IDE, a system can be built in fastest 
and most cost effective way. More important is Visual Basic provides a direct 
access to the common Office objects, including objects in PowerPoint. To 
access these object and manipulate it for own use, a reference to Office can be 
made by setting the reference of the project (system) property. 
Visual Basic provides a number of outcomes of system for system developers 
to choose from. These outcomes including standard EXE, ActiveX EXE, 
ActiveX DLL and other project type, the dialog to let users choose their 
project type is shown in Figure 5.1. 
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Figure 5.1: Dialog for user to choose their project type 
From these various project type, ActiveXDLL is chosen to be LMaGTools' 
project type as this is among best ways to plug add-in features to Office 
applications. 
ActiveX DLL project will always generate application extension file (*.dll) as 
the final outcome. The application extension file is then able to act as a library 
file for Office or other application. In this project, the final outcome will be 
connected to PowerPoint. 
5.2.2 Reference for the ProJect 
To gain access to certain functional element, a few references would be 
chosen as reference for the project. There are total of ten references made in 
this project, including: 
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1. Visual Basic for Application 
11. Visual Basic runtime objects and procedures 
m. Visual Basic objects and procedures 
tv. OLE Automation 
v. Microsoft Add-in Designer 
v1. Microsoft Office 9.0 Object Library 
vn. Microsoft Data Environment Instance 1.0 (SP4) 
vtn. Microsoft PowerPoint 9.0 Object Library 
1x. vbAccelerator VB6 SubcJassing and Timer Assistant 
x. Microsoft ActiveX Data Objects 2.0 Library 
These references are shown in Figure 5.2 
v ViSiu~ BetSic For Appkat:ions 
v Visual Basic runame objects and procedures 
~ Visual Basic objects and procecbes 
v OLE Automation 
v Microsoft Add-In Desigler 
v Microsoft OffK:e 9.0 object L.brary 
v Microsoft=~ Instance 1.0 (SP<4) 
v 110464~ ... 
v vbAccelerator VS6 Sl.b:lasSing and Tmer AssiStant (v 
v Microsoft ActiveX Data Objects 2.0 Library 
:-) VldeoSoft VSView6 Controls 
ABManaoer 1.0 Type Ubrary 
aboutlook 1.0 Type Ubrary 
boutlookex 1.0 T Ubrarv 
Microsoft Power1loint 9.0 Object Liwary 
~ 
Priority 
~ 
L.ocabon: C:\Pr017am Fes\Microsoft Offlce\()fke\mSPPtCJ,Qi, 
~: Standard 
Figure 5.2: Reference for the project 
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5.2.3 Programming Standards 
There are a few standards and procedures to follow during coding process take 
place in system development lifecycle. Standards and procedures can helps to 
organize our thoughts and avoid mistakes. One of the procedures involves 
methods of documenting the code so it is clear and easy to follow. Such 
documentation allows us to leave and return to our work without losing track 
of what we have been doing. Standardized documentation also helps in 
locating faults and making changes, because it clarifies which sections of the 
program perform which functions. 
Standards and procedures also help in translating design to code. By 
structuring code according to standards, we maintain the correspondence 
between design components and code components. Consequently, changes in 
design are easy to implement in the code. Similarly, modifications to code that 
result from changes in hardware or interface specifications are straightforward, 
and the possibility of error is minimized. 
Once the code is complete, others are likely to use it in variety of ways. Thus, 
it is essential to organize, format, and document codes to make it easy for 
others to understand what it does and how it works. 
5.2.4 Matching Design with Implementation 
The most critical standard is the need for a direct correspondence between the 
program design components and the program code components. The entire 
design process is oflittle value if the design's modularity is not carried 
forward into the code. 
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5.3 Project Programming 
Project design is a guide to the function and purpose of each component. Program 
components of this project involve three aspects: control structures, algorithms, and 
data structures. 
5.3. 1 Control Structures 
Many of the control structures for a component are suggested by the 
architecture and design, and we want to preserve them as the design is 
translated to code. We know that modularity was a good design attribute. By 
building a program from modular blocks, we can hide implementation details 
at different levels, making the entire system easier to understand, test and 
maintain. We can consider a program component itself to be modular, and we 
use procedures, subroutines, methods, and inheritance to hide details while 
enhancing understandability. Moreover, the more modular the code 
component, the more easy it can be maintained and reused~ modification can 
be isolated to a particular subroutine or other subcomponent. 
5.3.2 Algorithms 
The program design often specifies a class of algorithms to be used in coding 
the component. We have a great deal of flexibility in converting the algorithm 
to code, subject to the constraints of the language (Visual Basic) and 
hardware. 
One of the area we have great discretion is the performance or efficiency of 
the implementation. We tent to code the way that makes the code execute as 
fast as possible. However, we have to pay the cost for faster code: 
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1. The faster code is more complex and thus take more time to write 
11. The cost of time to test the code, whose complexity requires more test 
cases or test data 
111. The cost of time for others to understand the code 
tv. The cost of time to modify the code, if necessary 
Before taking any approac~ we must balance execution time considerations 
with design quality, standards and system requirements. 
5.3.3 Data Structures 
In writing program~ we should format and store data so that data management 
and manipulation are straightforward. Several techniques are used to organize 
the program. 
i. Keeping the program simple. 
The program' s design may specify some of the data structures to be 
used in implementing functions. 
n. Using data structure to determine a program structure. 
Program structure is depends on whether a recursive data structure or 
non-recursive data structure is involves. If a data structure is recursive, 
then a recursive program structure would better ftxed to data structure. 
111. Localizing input and output 
Those parts of a program that read input or generates output are highly 
specialized and must reflect characteristics of the underlying hardware 
and software. Because of this dependence, the program sections 
performing input and output functions are sometimes difficult to test. 
In fact, they may be the sections most likely to change if the hardware 
or software if modified. Therefore, is desirable to localize these 
sections in components separate from the rest of the code. 
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5.4 Summary 
System implementation is a most important part of the whole developing lifecycle, as 
it will directly affect the reliability, usability and readability of the final program. In 
this chapter, we had made a clear system implementation approach. This approach 
including choosing a suitable development tool, Visual Basic. Besides that, three 
important element in programming: Control Structures, Algorithms, and Data 
Structures are implemented carefully to ensure maximize the performance and 
minimize the risk of program failure. 
In next chapter, System Testing, we will test the system from small pieces of modules 
to the integration of whole system. The way to conduct system test is complicated and 
must be well handle to ensure the system is free of error. We will describe ways of 
COnducting test, ways to solve problems, and so on. Buttons and functionality of 
COmponents will also be tested to verify the accuracy of outcome. 
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6.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes modules and methods used for system testing. Main purpose of 
testing the system is to make sure that the entire system does not perform any illegal 
operation, and does not consume too much system resources. 
The functionality of user interface elements such as buttons, text boxes, menus and 
COmbo boxes has to be test for correctness of link of functions, usability, and 
efficiency. System flow for every individual part of the system has to be check for 
optimization of executions to produce a reliable system. 
System output has to be test for its correctness. If output of the system is differ from 
What is expected, then it indicate that some error may occur in some part of the 
system code, or even the whole concept of system flow. These output are tested from 
time to time to avoid accumulating mistake or error in information storing, retrieving, 
analyzing, formatting and printing. 
Process of developing LMaGT ools involves a series of production activities 
opportunities for injection of fallibility is enormous. Errors may begin to occur during 
the very inception of the process, where the objective maybe erroneously imperfectly 
Specified, as well as errors that occur in later design and development stages. Hence, 
system testing is a critical process in the whole system development lifecycle. It is 
trnportant in software quality assurance and represents the ultimate reviews of 
specification, design and coding. 
If testing is conducted successfully, most errors in the software will be discovered in 
the early stage. As another benefit of conducting system testing, it demonstrates that 
the software functions appear to be working as what it supposes to be. 
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6.2 Type of Testing 
Glen Myers [MYE79] states a numbers of rules that can serve weU as guidelines for 
testing LMaGTools: 
• Testing is a process of executing a program with that intent of finding an error 
• A good testing case is one that has high probability of finding an as yet 
undiscovered error. 
• A successful test is one that uncovers an as yet undiscovered error. 
The testing process is partitioned into several phases: 
• Objective and Specification Review 
• Software Testing 
o Unit Testing 
o Integration Testing 
o System Testing 
6.2./ Objective and Specification Review 
In order to verify that the system has been developed in accordance with the 
initial scope and specifications, several reviews have been held from time to 
time. A checklist of scopes and specifications to be fulfill is made and refine 
actions was done on the system when contrast with the scopes or 
specifications. 
6.2.2 Unit Testing 
During performing unit testing to LMaGTools, verification effort is focused 
on the smallest unit, sub functions. Using detailed description as a guide, 
important control paths and variable values parsing are tested for possible 
error. White Box Technique is applied during this test, which means involving 
inspection of internal program flow of every moduJe. The sequence of the unit 
testing is: 
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1. Test data across a module interface 
ii . Test the local data structure 
m. Test the boundary conditions 
tv. Test every independent execution path of the module 
v. Test the error handling paths 
6.2.3 Integration Testing 
Even though modules work individually, they may not work when we relate 
them to each other. Data can be lost or wrongly define across modules; one 
module can have an inadvertent, adverse effect on another sub functions, when 
combined may not produce desired fmal outcome; global data structure for 
certain cross module data can present problems. Hence, integrating testing is 
done on every combination of modules, which work together until all possible 
error is found and fixed. 
Black Box Technique is applied to conduct the test, which means every 
module is treated as a black box. Only the external behavior and the interface 
of modules need to be considered The test is conducted by using Incremental 
Integration Approach. Following this principle, individual module is added to 
the system one by one. This eases the isolation of error sources. 
6.2.4 System Testing 
Lastly, LMaGTools has undergone system testing to verify that all system 
elements have been properly integrated and perform allocated functions. The 
testing procedure includes the foJlowing test: 
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1. Recovery Testing 
Te purpose of this test is to verify that recovery is properly performed 
when LMaGTools counters system failure. 
ii. Security Testing 
This test attempts to verify that security mechanisms build into 
LMaGTooJs will, in fact, protect it from improper penetration. 
iii. Stress Testing 
The main objective of this test is to confront LMaGTools with 
abnormal situation incJuding low memory and low system resources. 
iv. Performance Testing 
Performance testing is designed to test the run-time performance of 
LMaGTools. It assures the length of processing time ofLMaGTools is 
falling into acceptable range. 
6.2.5 Execution of Testing and the Solution 
The following is the testing executed to LMaGTools: 
i. Button Testing 
There are many buttons been created and used in LMaGTools. As an 
example in Figure 6.1, when the <Save> button is clicked ( 1 ), the 
program will look for vaJue of active code panel selection in ratio 
button group located at the control panel (2). As for this example, 
"code 2" is set to be active code panel, therefore formatted text in code 
panel 2 (3) will be save by the "save" function. 
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This happens to be same for other buttons such as <New> button. 
When the <New> button is clicked, active code panel will be reset to a 
clean text box. But to ensure users not accidentally lost all their work if 
they wrongly clicked the new button, a verification message box will 
be pop up requiring users decision to save their work. 
All buttons, ratio buttons, combo boxes and other common user 
interface elements had been tested and all of these elements response 
correctly to the users' actions. 
~--------------------~~~~2~--------------------------~ 
"'~: ~Wizard 
·~SIOn. 1.0 
• This class can take a V8iable I'Uitler d par «Deters on the c 
•ane. Pr017~ execo.tion beQns w'.th the main(} method. The 
• constructor Is not i'M:Jked !doss an ob~ of type '%FD.£N. 
• created n the IMi10 method 
., 
public class Abott mends Form 
private void oi<!Uton_cld<(Object sender, E· "'11: E 
{ 
} 
pubic Abot.t() 
{ 
... 'Type for Get(6111Pn<: tMt returns the xJy ~ 
' t'- ~(n 
Private Type POINTAPI 
X As Long 
VAs long 
End Type 
'RetU"ns the caret ~tiOn ir a • b ..,., 
piXel coordiMtes 
Private Declare fwM:tlon GetCanltPos Ub "user32" ~ 
'All erun used to det~ W!M... ,,,.... _ .Ni'1Q 
'style the user WMts 
Pubic Enum vhlnte~Type 
~r~-o 
~YiewAIAttrlllst 1 
EndEnwn 
'T c!s if the user IS fo the tao or ettrlb soctJon 
·~ ""1"""'1 n the te.xtbox 
'It f ,.,. c. """'"tho scopinQ rues are correct 
Public ta<flao As Boolean 
Public attJ1bFiag As Boc*:• 
Figure 6.1: Every button is tested for their functions 
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11. Functwn Testing 
There are many functions in LMaGTools such as Code Highlight, 
Code Compare, Insert Message, and Convert File Format. As an 
example in Figure 6.2, users can type and edit their programming code 
in the code section. All text type in this while is black in colour. When 
users set the syntax they want to relate to the code and perform 
highlight to the code (via format menu), text in code section will be 
coloured and formatted according to the highlight function. This 
function will refer to external syntax file for recognizing every syntax 
of the code and format it accordingly. The next step will be displaying 
the result of highlighting to users. This is illustrated in Figure 6.3, 
where those codes are all highlighted. From this point, users can 
choose to save their work as rich text file for later print out. As all 
coloured text and it's format information can be kept in rich test 
format, the file can be printed in colour later when users need to keep a 
hard copy of their work. 
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'Type for GetCeretPos tMt retuns the xJy coordnlltes 
'ol the caret (WI this case) 
PriVate Type POINT API 
X As Long 
VAs long 
frodType 
'Returns the caret postjon in a textbox ISlo 
'pccel coorcfnates 
Prtvate Oedare Rn:tJon GetCeretPos Lb "user32" ~As POINT API) As lOttO 
'NI en.m used to detennile vNt type ol \lleM1o 
'style the user -n 
P\bk Erun ~ype 
vhYiewT~-o 
W!VIewAIAttrlbl.st - 1 
frodEtun 
'T efts If the user Is n the tao or attrb section 
'~'He typng In the textbax 
'It fres orly when the scopinQ lUes ere correct 
Pli* til!fleo As Boolean 
P\bk attrtlFiag As Boolean 
'Canst terno where the tao icon is at on the 1st 
Private canst TAGICON As Byte= 38 
~~Asstm;l 
Control 
Figure 6.2: Users input plain code in tbe code section. 
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:R. Uf '-' ttl... e«et posltk ; ...... 
'piXel coorcilates 
Prtvate Declare Function GetCaretPos Ub "user32" (lpPoi"t As POINT API) As long 
'All enun used to deter "' !ype o. 'II 
scy ,. ~ 
Pubk &..m vhlnteiType 
vh'f'lewT~ 0 
vh't'lewAIAttrtll - 1 
End Erun 
r ....s t tn. u.. IS h the ta~;~ or at:trlb section 
'w~ i"yppnq 'n the te ttv-~ 
It f lrf" CJn .,.. :'1 thr.: Q r .ies are correct 
Public tagFiag As BooleM 
Public attJilflag As Boolean 
'Const teling :aQ ICOn is ,; 1st 
Private Const TAGICON As Byte 38 
~~~A•.~. .=1 
Figure 6.3: User use highlight function to highlight the code 
iii. Output Testing 
There are two type of output in LMaGTools - The on screen display 
output (including code window and slide window) and storing 
information in hard drive. As shown in Figure 6.3, highlighted code is 
displayed correctly in the code window. 
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6.3 Summary 
Software testing is a critical element of software quality assurance and represents the 
ultimate review of specificatio~ design and coding. After performing the test, we are 
able to uncover logic error and make sure the system conform to the requirement 
Specified. 
This chapter covered the guidelines and steps to carry out the testing. Meanwhile, the 
variety of testing have been illustrated one by one as detail as possible in this chapter. 
Finally, the last part of the chapter is the system testing that carried by myself step by 
step, together with solution testing. 
In next chapter, which is the last chapter of the report, evaluation and conclusion of 
the entire system is included. The strength and limitation of the system, the future 
enhancement of LMaGT ools, problems and solutions of the system during 
development period, and aJso knowledge and experience gained from the system 
development will be covered. 
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7.1 Introduction 
Tnis chapter is the final chapter that concludes the overall solution of this project. At 
the beginning of this chapter is the illustration of problems encountered when 
developing LMaGTools and solutions to solve the problems. Meanwhile, the ways to 
evaluate the system has been described with detail by interviewing end users. 
Besides, the system strengths and system constraints have been listed out as detail as 
possible in this chapter. This is important so that every weakness and loophole in the 
system can be improved in the future enhancements. By doing this project, I have 
been trained and learn a lot of knowledge and also gain real life programming 
experience, which is much different from learning in lecture ball. 
As 1 develop the system, I have exchange a lot of idea and experience with experience 
programmers, classmates, friends and also peoples who willing to help from the other 
end of the world, via Internet. 
FinalJy, I have made an overall conclusion for this project and this is a simplify 
explanation of what I have done in this project. 
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7.2 Problems and Solutions 
I have come across several problems during the process of developing LMaGTools. 
Including: 
i. Difficulty in communicating with interviewees durmg survey 
Since computer-based learning materials generating is rather a new 
idea, many of the interviewees could not grasp its concept properly, 
particularly those who is not computer literate. They tend to be 
confused by the computer technical terms. 
Solution: 
I'd tried to improve to situation by explaining to them in plain 
language. 
ii. Difficulty in determining an appropriate user interface standard 
The functions of the system are rather complex. After all, I have to 
make sure user interface is as simple as possible for the sake of user. 
Solution: 
Referring to the Graphical User Imer{ace Convention, Guides. And 
Tips, publiched by Microsoft Press solved large portion of this 
problem. Feedback from users was aJso gathered from users from time 
to time. 
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iii. Lack of mastery m some advance programmmg skills 
In the code highlight section of the system, many functions and coding 
need a high skill in advance programming. To move from hard coding 
to more powerful and efficient syntax referencing technique require 
experience in exploiting the Language, Visual Basic. 
Solution: 
I had asked an experience programmer for his experience and try to 
observe his skill in solving similar problem. Besides, I also post many 
problems I face in the online discussion forum for programming 
language. I get a very impressive feedback from the other end of the 
computer. 
iv. Difficulty of Implementing MDI form in ActiveX DLL project 
I planned to implement MDI forms in code comparing feature, but 
MDI form is not an option in ActiveX DLL project 
Solution: 
Use two Rich Text Box, hiding one of them, and determine their size 
by monitoring the form's resizing event. This is not an ultimate 
solution since users cannot open more then two codes for compare. But 
it still reduce the impact of the problem in the sense that not many 
users would compare three or more codes at the same time, especially 
when teaching programming language. 
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v. Difficulty in evaluatmg the system 
I have face many problems in finding the system constraint and system 
evaluation. I cannot perform a real balance evaluation because the 
system is build by myself. 
Solution: 
Rather than making an imbalance evaluation, I had conducted an 
interview and demonstrate the system to a group of end users. From 
this interview, many facts that never cross into my mind are appeal by 
the end users. 
vi. Hardware failure problem 
During the whole system development progress, especially the starting 
phase of the project, l face problem of hardware failures, which force 
me to reformat the hard drive, and leads to lose of important research 
information and result. This failure had also slow my developing steps 
for I have to replace a whole complete operating system and needed 
developing software such as Microsoft Office and Microsoft Visual 
Studio. 
Solution: 
I backup my research progress log and result more often and in 
multiple media to prevent lost of data and information. Besides that, a 
hard disk mapping software, Norton Ghost, is installed and 
implemented to reduce time needed to reinstall everything when the 
system crash, it is very efficient since I'd only spend fifteen minutes to 
reset my computer in the second crash instead of hours in my first 
system crash. 
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7.3 Evaluating by End User 
To evaluate the overall system for LMaGTools, an interview has been conducted to 
find out the strength and limitation of the system. Several categories of possible end 
users from different field of study have been chosen to be the interviewees. Most of 
them are studen~ who study Information Technology and Engineering in University 
of Malaya. Others are people posses with working experience, especially in computer 
related field. 
Firstly, I demonstrated the system and explain the system functions as detail as 
possible to them. Then, they were asked to flll a survey form, which I prepared earlier 
(as shown in Figure 7.1). An explanation on the question was done when they get 
confused with the questions. 
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Questionnaire- Testing on End User 
Learning Materials Generating Tools (LMaGTools) 
Name 
Age 
Field of Study 
Occupation 
Please relate the question with the system demonstrated to you. 
l. Do you think the user interface is attractive and user fiiendly? 
Other Comment: 
2. Is the system easy to use? 
Other Comment: 
3. Are the functions of the system enough for the user and fully productive? 
Other Comment: 
4 . Are the outputs of the system - especially code highlight actually useful to users? 
Other Comment: 
5. Do you think there is any weakness of the system? What should we do to improve it? 
Other Comment: 
Figure 7.1: Sample Survey Form 
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Name 
Age 
Que.stiollJla.in- Testing on End User 
Learning Materials Generating Tools CLMaGToob) 
Field of Study 
Occupation 
Tai WeoJau 
22 
Eogeenering 
Student 
Please relate the question ltnth the system demonstrated to you. 
1. Do you think the user interface is attractive and user friendly? 
Yes, user can understand the interface on first look Allractive appearance. 
Other Comment: -
2. Is the system easy to use? 
Yes, User don't need too much lime to understand how to fonction the software 
Other Comment: -
3. Are the functions of the system enough for the user and fully productive? 
Yes 
Other Comment: It would be better if the code simulation part can handle more 
activity of the code. 
4. Are the outputs of the system - especially code highlight actually useful to users? 
Yes, I think that is the most interesting part of the software. Users can concentrate on 
one particular part of the code when the highlight is on. 
Other Comment: -
5. Do you think there is any weakness of the system? What should we do to improve it? 
Not really the problem of the software, but I think the setup for this software is quite 
complicated especially in the customizing PowerPoint part. 
Other Comment: -
Figure 7.2: Selected survey form 1 
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Name 
Age 
Questionnaire- Testing on End User 
Learning Materials Generating Tools (LMaGTools) 
Ng Khoon Siah 
26 
Field of Study 
Occupation 
Software Engeenering 
Senoir Programmer 
Please relate the question with the system demonstrated to you. 
1. Do you think the user interface is attractive and user friendly? 
Yes, it's easy to handle and following windows standard 
Other Comment: Try to Jet users access some JUnctions like code editor in slide show 
windows 
2. Is the system easy to use? 
Yes. 
Other Comment: Try to implement guides on start up of the Add-In, some kind of 
daily tips. 
3. Are the functions of the system enough for the user and fully productive? 
Yes. I think users can generate good materials from this software 
Other Comment: Simulation of code is not very accurate, but wouldn 't be too far 
from there. 
4. Are the outputs of the system - especially code highlight actually useful to users? 
Yes, I don 'tfoel bored when I looking to colorful codes, and most important is I can 
see which part of the code is keyword. which is operator. It's great! 
Other Comment: -
5. Do you think there is any weakness of the system? What should we do to improve it? 
I would like to see more powerful version of code simulation, cause I haven 'I seen 
one, except those comp1lers. 
And also fa some minor bugs in the highlight part, cause I found that when I 
highlight after editing the code in the box, I have to repeat the act1on to get accurate 
re.wlt. 
Other Comment: -
Figure 7.3: Selected survey form 2 
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Figure 7.2 and Figure 7.3 shows two typical answers that provide a lot of help to my 
evaluation. As for conclusion of the survey, a summary has been done to collect 
useful comments and suggestions from the end users. 
Strengths Limitation 
User Interface I. User friendly and 1. No toolbars in code editor 
attractive 
11. Suitable for all user 
System Flow 1. Smooth and logical 
System Function 1. Enough and cover user 1. Simulator of code is not full 
demand function 
ii. Alert user when errors u. Code highlight may posses 
occur minor mistake when dealing 
ii. Code highlight draw with user entered code 
attention to the code 
System Output 1. Useful and accurate l. Should let user control path 
for file output 
Other Issues J. Good timing for 1. Lack of search function in 
presenting with progress help 
bar Ll. Setup process takes extra 
11 . Does not require huge steps to customize 
system resources to PowerPoint 
handle complicated task 11. Should provide startup tips 
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7.4 System Strengths 
Learning Materials Generating Tools (LMaGTools) has demonstrated the following 
strength: 
i. Mouse driven 
For the users' sake, LMaGTools is designed in such a way to minimize 
the keyboard input. Most of the operations are carried out through 
mouse features and click events. The system will respond accordingly. 
This will ease the users' task and save a lot of time. Nevertheless, the 
system does provide keyboard input as alternative to the mouse click 
for those who used to input with keyboard. 
ii. User friendly 
LMaGTools is user friendly by implementing Graphical User Interface 
(GUI). The dynamic menu system and graphical toolbars are intuitive. 
The user interface is designed in consistent manner in order to ease the 
users' perception and shorten the learning curve, especially to novice 
users. On the other hand, in order to let the veteran users to apply the 
system without understanding training, the user interface design is fully 
confonn to Windows standard conditions. 
iii. Effective for teaching programming code 
LMaGTools can easily draw attention of users to the programming 
code. The code highlight features of the code editor are effectively draw 
users' attention to concentrate on the highlighted code. Users will easily 
recognize keywords, operators, and functions calls. Besides that, 
compare code functions is rather good for indicating difference between 
two sets of code. By comparing side by side, users can understand what 
is the lecturer trying to express 
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iv. Reduce time needed to generate materials 
By using Office automation features in LMaGTools, time used to 
generate flexible presentation is greatly reduced. With hidden slide 
carrying extra information, lecturers can have little extra supportive 
materials to bring out the lecturing points. 
v. Require little system resource to perform complicated task 
By implementing better programming and coding approach, such as 
reduce level of hard coding by replacing with control structures and 
more dynamic way to handle events, system resource used to complete 
one job is greatly reduce. Thus, reduce chances of system failure. 
vi. Provide extra information to user 
With progress bar on the presentation slide, presenter can clearly see 
their presentation progress. If it is out of schedule, they will notice the 
problem sooner. 
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7.5 System Constraints 
Several constraints for this system have been noted These including: 
i. Simulator of code is not full function 
Simulator of code in code editor is not full developed. It can only apply 
to one programming language, Cor C++. It also lack of ability to handle 
modem ADE programming, which consist of large amount of three 
dimensional user interface element such as buttons. Also, it cannot 
handle, record and manipulate value of variable in the code. This is due 
to difficulty of resource handling. 
ii. Setup process takes extra steps to customize Power Point 
Due to limitation in gaining control of certain PowerPoint property, 
which had been set to private property, users can only change the value 
manually. Thus, the setup process takes extra steps to complete. 
iii No tool bars in code editor 
Users can only access functions in code editor via menu. 
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7.6 Future Enhancements 
Many new ideas bloom while the system is being implemented. However, the time 
constraint restricts me to incorporate everything into the system. From the very early 
stage, I have kept on emphasizing system maintainability through exercising modular 
design. The modularity approach assures low coupling between modules and high 
cohesion among the internal procedures of a module. Consequently, the extendibility 
of this system is high. 
It is hoped that the following features could be further enhanced in future: 
XJ . Strengthen features in code simulation. This may be done through 
reference to external syntax file as what code highlighting does. 
Xlt. Make use of multimedia ideas, animations to upgrade performance and 
usability of code editor. One feature to consider is to get user comment 
on certain block of the code while editing, and display it when the 
explanation of the code reaches the block. 
xm. Enhance more error handling and alert message to avoid users use the 
Add-In in wrong way. 
xtv. Dynamically highlight code while users typing. 
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7.7 Knowledge and Experience Gained 
In short, I had gain intangible knowledge and experience throughout this project. At 
the preliminary stage, I was trained to gather information and analyze it 
systematically. During the system and interface design stage, I was given a chance to 
learn how to design a user friendly, attractive, suitable, and logical user interface. 
Moreover, I was exposed to the new terminology such as ActiveX, COM and Add-
Ins, which benefit me for future adaptability to new technologies and programming 
approach. After finished the system development phase, 1 have learned to test the 
system by searching the entire system for logical bugs and errors. Although this step 
sounds easy, it requires a very proper way to conduct the test to avoid carelessness in 
detecting errors. 
The final part is to evaluate the system. To do this, I have learned to conduct an 
interview with end users and ways to demonstrate the system to them. Besides, I have 
learned the way to write a report and I have improved my language. 
On the other hand, I discover my own weakness in time management. I realized that 
many factors such as scope and technical implementation should be taking into 
account precisely in order too deliver the software in time. Finally, I would like to 
state that this project has unveiled my shortage, reminding me to improve myself and 
learn more in future. 
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7.8 Summary 
As mentioned earlier, this chapter is the final chapter that concludes the overall 
system. This chapter included all the problems and solutions occurred during 
developing the system, system strengths, system limitations, future enhancements, 
knowledge and experience gained from the project and finally the conclusion of the 
overaJ I project. 
Meanwhile, this chapter shows the way of evaluate the system by end users. Any 
comment or suggestion from the end users has been put in consideration and should 
be improve in the future enhancement. 
After this chapter is appendix of the project. This part acts as important references for 
the entire chapters. Some of the important system coding has been attached in the 
appendix. Besides, the appendix also included the user guide, which guide the user to 
use the system in proper way. 
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7.9 Conclusion 
Learning Materials Generating Tools (LMaGTools) is a relatively new concept of 
software that assist presenter, mostly lecturers, to teach programming languages. 
LMaGTools is found to be rather practical and useful tool for the lecturers to generate 
materials for presentation or even helps to handle their lecture presentation. It 
provides features that automate some Office functions to shorten time spent to edit 
and create slide. Also, it provides a powerful-featured Code Editor that allows code 
editing, manipulating, highlighting, comparing, and also simulating. 
When comes to presentation, LMaGTools will provide another useful feature - a 
small progress bar that shows presentation progress and current time in the slide 
show. 
However, there are still a number of future enhancement can be carried out to 
improve its performance, stability and invest some new development of features. 
Finally, I believe that LMaGTools will be the first step to encourage later researcher 
to continue developing it until it is completely functions, reliable and stable. 
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Sample Code of PopUplnput.frm 
Public WithEvents App As Application 
Private Sub cmdOk Click() 
Dim AppEvents As New Application 
Dim lSlidelndex As Long 
1 Check if the message is empty 
I 
Iftxtlnput.Text =""Then 
MsgBox "This is an empty message", vbCritical 
Else 
MsgBox "A message will be insert in the document", vblnformation 
1 Insert new slide for message 
lSlidelndex = AppEvents.ActiveWindow.Selection.SlideRange.Slideindex 
AppEvents.Active Window. View. GotoSlide 
Index:=AppEvents.ActivePresentation. Slides.Add(Index:=ISLidelndex + 1, 
Layout:=ppLayoutText ). Slidelndex 
With AppEvents.ActiveWindow 
If Not .ActivePane.ViewType = ppViewSlide Then 
.Panes(2 ).Activate 
End If 
End With 
I insert a new slide for message 
AppEvents.ActiveWindow. View.GotoSlide ISiidelndex + 1 
I insert the title of the message 
AppEvents.ActiveWindow.Selection.SlideRange.Shapes(''Rectangle 2").Select 
AppEvents.ActiveWindow.Selection.ShapeRange. TextFrame. TEXTRANGE.Select 
AppEvents.ActiveWindow.Selection.ShapeRange. TextFrame. TEXTRANGE. Charact 
ers(Start:=l , Length:=O).Select 
With AppEvents.Active Window. Selection. TEXTRANGE 
.Text= cboType.Text 
With .Font 
.Name = "Lucida Sans Unicode" 
.Size=40 
.Bold = msoFalse 
.Italic = msoFalse 
.Underline= msoFalse 
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.Shadow = msofalse 
.Emboss = msofalse 
.BaselineOffset - 0 
.AutoRotateNumbers = msofalse 
.color.SchemeColor = ppTitle 
End With 
End With 
' Change display style of the title shape 
With AppEvents.ActiveWindow.Selection.ShapeRange 
.Fill. Visible = msoTrue 
.Fill. Solid 
.Fill.ForeColor.RGB = RGB(255, 255, 1 53) 
.Fill. Transparency = 0.5 
.Line. Weight = 4.5 
.Line. Style = msoLineThickThin 
.Line. Visible = msoTrue 
.Line.ForeColor.RGB = RGB(51, 51, 153) 
.Line.BackColor.RGB = RGB(255, 255, 255) 
End With 
' insert message 
AppEvents.ActiveWindow.Selection.SlideRange.Shapes("Rectangle 3").Select 
AppEvents.ActiveWindow.Selection.ShapeRange.TextFrame.TEXTRANGE.Select 
AppEvents.Active Window.Selection.ShapeRange. TextFrame. TEXTRANGE.Charact 
ers(Start:=l , Length:=O).Select 
With AppEvents.Active Window.Selection. TEXTRANGE 
. Text = txtlnput. Text 
With .Font 
.Name = "Lucida Sans Unicode" 
.Size = 32 
.Bold = msoFalse 
.Italic = msofalse 
.Underline = msoFalse 
. Shadow = msoFalse 
.Emboss = msofalse 
.BaselineOffset = 0 
.AutoRotateNumbers = msoFalse 
.color.RGB = RGB(Red:=O, Green:=51, Blue:=l02) 
End With 
End With 
With AppEvents.ActiveWindow.Selection.ShapeRange 
.FiJI . Visible = msoTrue 
.Fill. Solid 
.Fili.ForeColor.RGB = RGB(255, 255, 153) 
.Fill. Transparency = 0.5 
.Line. Weight = 4.5 
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Line. Style = msoLineThickThin 
.Line. Visible = msoTrue 
.Line.ForeColor.RGB = RGB(51, 51 , 153) 
.Line.BackColor.RGB = RGB(255, 255, 255) 
End With 
' Insert action button to go back 
HostApp.ActiveWindow.Selection.SlideRange.Shapes.AddShape(msoShapeActionB 
uttonBackorPrevious, 96#, 482#, 42#, 36#).Select 
With 
HostApp.ActiveWindow.Selection.ShapeRange.ActionSettings(ppMouseClick) 
.Action = ppActionLastSlide Viewed 
. SoundEffect. Type = ppSoundNone 
.AnimateAction = msoTrue 
End With 
With 
HostApp.ActiveWindow.Selection.ShapeRange.ActionSettings(ppMouseOver) 
.Action = ppActionNone 
.SoundEffect.Type = ppSoundNone 
.AnimateAction = msoFalse 
End With 
With HostApp.ActiveWindow.Selection.ShapeRange 
.Fill. Visible = msoTrue 
.Fill. Solid 
.Fill.ForeColor.SchemeColor = ppAccentl 
.Line. Visible = msoFalse 
End With 
' Hide the message slide 
' 
AppEvents.Active Window.Selection.SlideRange.Name = cboType. Text 
AppEvents.Active Window. Selection. SlideRange. SlideShowTransition. Hidden = 
msoTrue 
AppEvents.ActiveWindow.Selection.Unselect 
' Back to slide where the procedure called 
' 
HostApp.ActiveWindow. View.GotoSlide lSlideindex 
' Insert action button to show message 
' 
HostApp.ActiveWindow.Selection.SlideRange.Shapes.AddShape(msoShapeActionB 
uttonlnfonnation, 54#, 482#, 42#, 36#).Select 
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With 
HostApp.ActiveWindow.SeJection.ShapeRange.ActionSettings(ppMouseCJick) 
With .Hyperlink 
.Address = "" 
.SubAddress = cboType.Text 
End With 
End With 
With 
HostApp.ActiveWindow.Selection.ShapeRange.ActionSettings(ppMouseOver) 
.Action = ppActionNone 
.SoundEffect.Type = ppSoundNone 
.AnimateAction msoFalse 
End With 
With HostApp.ActiveWindow. Selection. ShapeRange 
.Fill. Visible = msoTrue 
.Fill. Solid 
.Fill.ForeColor.SchemeColor = ppAccentl 
.Line. Visible = msoFaJse 
End With 
I Unload form 
Unload Me 
Endlf 
End Sub 
I Unload form 
Private Sub cmdCance1_ Click() 
Unload Me 
End Sub 
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Name 
Age 
Questionnaire- Testing on End User 
Learning Materials Generating Tools (LMaGTools) 
Field of Study 
Occupation 
Please relate the question with the system demonstrated to you. 
I . Do you think the user interface is attractive and user friendly? J!2 · ~ ~ ~ s!w-~ ~~rt ~ Mtk~ 
~t~~ 
erComment: 
2. Is the system easy to use? 
:w. . \.N)V' ~'1 ~J. m ~~rkA. r1o ~ ~-v.- to~,~ 
~~~ 
Other Comment ---- - ----- --------- -----
3. Are the functions of the system enough for the user and fully productive? 
4. 
OtherComment: 1b w.wJ m Ly#u 1:: f4 uk ~eJpn.. f.-.d--
Qb.A ~ c,.yp....g, a.c..h"00f ff- 11.L Co dJ 
5. Do you think there is any weakness of the system? What should we do to improve it? 
~ '•il ~ F,~ f ~~' ._.., ~~~ !/:}< Wllf 6t:; k=o~ iS~  .t-1~4e..l ,~,vtN-
_er Comment: ~to~~ f~ farf. 
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Name 
Age 
Questionnaire- Testing on End User 
Learning Materials Generating Tools CLMaGTools) 
Field of Study 
Occupation 
Please relate the question with the system demonstrated to you. 
1. Do you think the user interface is attractive and user friendly? 
ljt<. "tt 1S J..(.(~j to ~O.lJl OAd it'~ f-o((ow~ \A)l\...do...o.s 
Other Comment: '"(~ b> IU ~.tr.s. a..<.C.L)$ j'o.-..ot .f\N\d)cyl ( u~ 
coc.U ~toe- r~ 9-\ i c:U 9"W>..u wM.cios.OC. 
2. Is the system easy to use? 
3. Are the functions of the system enough for the user and fully productive? 
~ • l+-tM~ U-6US C£y\, ggntr~ ~od. JM..A±~M@S fuM ±w-1 
spf+wruo.. 
Other Comment: SbM1.c\p..t,oo J c.oc:U )S. Mt- v~ c:uc.w-e.te . M 
vA>Uic:(,. 1 t ~ W .f-<lr {-ryM ±w,rct · 
4. Are the outputs of the system - especiaJJy code highlight actually useful to users? 
~U, I ole ... ' t fu-\ ~rt.d ~" { Coo~ to c.c>forN t:.ocU.s1 
OttO. M-Ost M-\pOrfaM- r~ l <!LM m ww~ pert of flu todt.. 
OtherComment: t~ ~woed ,. wk.C~ t.s r>p-gca.toc. t+'s ~rwt( 
5. Do you think there is any weakness of the system? What should we do to improve it? 
1 ~.VEM.(cJ. \c~to ~u_ MO\I"t- row orN v.ers-too of c 0 d.p. ~~a..hol'l, 
~t'.l.. I ~vt" 't S.U.!\ Or\£. • ucaet tko.K ~~ (Lry . w Ct(~ 
Other Comment: fu I9YL •"Y'ooc b4 s c0 tAA llu~~W= CP&e. po• t, 
CCLV-..6.t t fo""''* :tW>.t ~" \ li\A~()fJW gfkr DaY~ ±Cc.A c.o~ 
tY\ f~ box, I kctvt. to ~t.Cl.t +W- ct.c.f-101"\ 4-o ~ Qcc..~ re.~+, 
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)t6out L:M.aqr:toofs 
LMaGTools is a Microsoft PowerPoint COM Add-in being canied out to fulfill 
requirements of the final year project, WXES 3182: Latihan Umiah Tahap Akhir 11, as 
part of the Bachelor of Science Computer Degree of the Faculty of Computer Science 
and Information Technology, University of Malaya. 
This project had been supervised by Ms. Nor Aniza and moderated by Mr. Ibrahim 
AbuBakar. 
Law Y ong Sein 
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Wliat is £9rf.aqToofs 
LMaGTools (Leanring Materials Generating Tools) is a COM Add-In being designed 
to work with Microsoft PowerPoint 2000.1t provides additional functions to 
Microsoft PowerPoint 2000 to enrich the existing presentation environment. These 
functions are designed for Learning-Material-Generating for programming language 
courses. 
LMaGTools provides an intuitive and user-friendly interface. Every function provided 
can be access via collected menu and toolbars. 
The main idea ofLMaGTools is to enable features required to generate and present 
materials to conduct a programming language lecture. Thus, besides some additional 
features to help generating these materials, LMaGTools also provide features to 
explain programming codes. 
For better timing during presentation, a progress bar placed in the slide window 
enable lecturers to know current slide progress and running time. 
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Cliapter 1 (jetting Started 
1.1 System Requirements 
Windows 95/98 
2 Microsoft Office 2000 
3 64 MB RAM (Recommended) 
4 Turbo C++ 3.0 Compiler (Optional) 
1.2 Installation 
LMaGTools has come with a simple-to-operate Setup Package. With this Setup 
Package, you can install LMaGTools in your PC in steps, as stated below: 
1.2.1 lMaGTools' Setup 
To instaJI LMaGTools in your PC, nm executable file "Setup.exe" from media 
containing setup infonnatioo (Attached CD-R). 
{2 I p,-unmfl M.ol011.tl br.n<Hahng Tool~ Setup £i 
-
Welcome to the leatTWIQ Met.ial General:i'lg Tools instalation 
Pf(9am. 
Set'-" c.-not i'15tal ~ Nes rx ~$hind ftes f they .win use. 
Before JI'0(8edl IQ, wa reconwnend that you dose 8nf ~you IM'f 
benrtr*lg. 
Figure 1.1: Initial dialog box from setup executable file 
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From first dialog box, choose <OK> button to continue setup, else choose 
<Exit Setup> button to quit the process. 
{!. Learrunq Mdlcoal ueneratrng Tools Setup Ei 
Oirertory: 
Cld ttis bltton to nstal Learr*'l!l Materiel Generatr.o Tools software to the 
specfied destination chctory. 
C:\Program Files\BasicCOMAddin\ 
Figure 1.2: Dialog box that allow users to set installation path 
In the following dialog box, select the iconic button to start install LMaGTools 
in the default directory path. lfyou want to choose any other installation path, 
click <Change Directory> button to choose or create desired directory. lfyou 
wish to stop the installation process, click <Exit Setup> button to quit. 
1.2.2 Customize MS PowerPoint 
After LMaGTools had been installed in your PC, we need to do a little fine-
tuning in Microsoft PowerPoint 2000 in your PC to make sure LMaGTools 
works in good condition. 
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1. Click the <Option ... > button under <Tools> menu button to bring up the 
Option Panel. 
Ipok Side Show ~ 
~ ptnQ. .. F7 
1.~·· · 
autoCorred: ••• 
f!llcro , 
Add-Jns ... 
~ ... 
__ 'J t_-___ __j 
Figure 1.3: Location of <Option •.. > button 
2. In the Option Panel, uncheck the <End with black slide> option to prevent 
inappropriate slide number reported to the progress bar while showing the 
black slide. If this checkbox is check, and illegal message will generate 
and LMaGTools will be forced to stop from normal operations. After this, 
click <OK> button to verify the change. 
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Options ll EJ 
VIew I General Edt 1 Pmt I s.we I ~ arct style I 
Show 
r St~lloloG 
r fje¥11 sMde clab;l 
,;; Status llar 
J;; ~ettical ri.B 
J;; WindoWs h taslcbor 
Sideshow 
P ~ l'lln.l on rlght mouse clck 
p S,how popup meoo bc.tton 
J;; r:-:---·-·--1 lr.~~.~~ 
OIC I era! 
Figure 1.4: Uncbeck the <End with black slide> option 
3. Then, click <Customize ... > button under <Tools> menu button to bring up 
the Custornization Panel. 
lods Side Show Window 
~~··· F1 
... 
6\ltoCcrrect ... 
Coline Collaboration • 
~Mndet ... 
Figure 1.5: Location of <Customize. .. > button 
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4. In the Customization Panel, select <Commands> tab, and select "Tools" 
under "Categories", and drag "COM Add-Ins" button to the menu bar of 
the PowerPoint window. After this, click <Close> button to close the 
Customization Panel. 
CusiOITII.?'t~ ' nEJ 
Catelpies: C~: ~~------.. 
File • Show AI Satlb Edt ...._ 
View Add-Ins ... 
Insert 
Format 
Slide Show 
Table 
Wndow and~ .• Drawno ~ 
Selected cOf'IIIM'Id: 
Descr(lt:lan 
I - "'-. ·r - "'·' • I 
Custonwze ... 
Options ••• 
Web Options ... 
.. 
e~osel 
Figure 1.6: Add "COM Add-Ins" button to menu bar 
1.2.3 Connect and Drsconnectfrom PowerPoin/2000 
1. To connect LMaGTools to PowerPoint, click on the <COM Add-Ins> 
button, which has been drag out from the Customization Panel. 
Figure 1.7: "COM Add-Ins" button in PowerPoint menu bar 
2. In the COM Add-Ins dialog box, check "Learning Material Generating 
Tools Add-In" in "Add-Ins available:" list. Click <OK> button to connect 
LMaGTools. 
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CO M Add -In s QEJ 
.• 'lllll.r· ... f:Ji' •. [PI ~ lt•.J I·· :...._ 1/1 a 
e.sk1 ... 
Locattcn: F:\My Study\wxes3182\COM Add In\pVerslonZ.3\BasicCOMAdd 
Load Behavior: U'llooded 
Figure 1.8: Connect LMaGTools 
3. To disconnect LMaGTools from PowerPoint, simply repeat steps 5 and 6 
to uncheck "Learning Material Generating Tools Add-In" in "Add-Ins 
available:" list. 
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Cliapter 2 P.fements in Lc.Maqrtoofs 
2.1 Menu and toolbars 
2.1 .1 !MaGTools' Menu 
Once LMaGTools is connected to PowerPoint, a new menu item is added to 
the collections of existing menu, as shown below: 
~ool ~OM Add·Ins ... 
m Insert Mes~ .. . 
C Otsplay Code ... 
ill Convert to ... 
·~ 
Figure 2.1: Menu items for LMaGTools 
Menu for LMaGTools consist of four buttons in total. They are: 
I. insert Message ... ..., button 
Bring up input dialog box for users to enter their message 
2. <Display Code ... ? button 
Bring up code editor for code displaying, editing and other actions 
regarding codes explanation. 
3. Convert to... bulton 
Bring up dialog box for users to choose a format of desired output of 
the converted docwnent. 
.J. Help button 
Display user guide for LMaGTools. 
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2.1.2 LMaGTools' Too/bar 
Once LMaGTools is connected to PowerPoint, a floating tool bar is added to it, 
as shown below: 
"""' •j l!!lcll.,_ 
Figure 2.2: LMaGTools toolbars 
Toolbar for LMaGTools consist of four buttons in total, which are similar to 
button in LMaGTools menu. They are: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4 . 
Bring up input dialog box for users to enter their message 
c 
Bring up code editor for code displaying, editing and other actions 
regarding codes explanation. 
Bring up dialog box for users to choose a format of desired output of 
the convened document. 
Display user guide for LMaGTools. 
2.2 Insert Message (Hidden Slide) 
2.2.1 Insert Message- How It Works 
This feature from LMaGT ools is an Office automating features, which 
simplified work to create a hidden message slide in PowerPoint. Steps it takes 
to complete the task are: 
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I . Getting input from user from the input interface. 
2. Create a new slide after cWTent slide, where this function was called. 
3. Write "Title" and "Message" to the new slide based on information 
from input interface. 
4. Add an action button link to the slide, which..shown before the message 
slide. 
5. Hide the slide, so it would not be shown if it is not needed in the 
presentation. 
6. Add an action button in the CWTent slide, where this function was 
called. Set the link of the action button to the hidden slide. 
By using this function, these steps can be completed with only entering 
"Message Title" and "Message Text" through the input interface. And thus, 
time is saved for better use. Besides that, a unified layout makes user easy to 
understand that this is a message and the whole presentation look tidy. 
2.2.2 The fnputlnteiface 
When the <Insert Message> function is called, a dialog box, which allow users 
to input their message wiJI pop up as shown: 
~ l'np lip lnrul ~ir:ref';; E'J 
Message T}'Pe I Type Yot~ Hie Here 
Ok 
Figure 2.3: Input interface for Insert Message function. 
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You can type your message title in the "Message Title" combo box, or simply 
choose one frequently used title from the drop down. These frequently used 
title include: 
• Good Programming Practice 
• Software Engineering Observations 
• Performance Tips 
• Portability Tips 
• Look-and-Feel Observations 
• Testing and Debugging Tips 
• Common Programming Errors 
Then you can input your message in the "Message Text" textbox. After that, 
click <OK> button to insert this message to the presentation. 
2.2.3 Dt.splay the Message 
To display the message while presentation, you just need to click the 
<Information> action button at the bottom of the slide, as illustrates: 
Attton Buttoo ·• • 
Figure 2.4: <Information> action button 
After the hidden slide have been presented, to exit fro the hidden slide you just 
need to click the <Back> action button located at the bottom of the hidden 
slide, as illustrate: 
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Title 
·Message Message Text 
Action Button 
Figure 2.5: A hidden slide with <Back> action button 
2.3 Code Editor 
2.3.1 Code l!.:d1tor interface 
Code editor provided by LMaGTools is a tool that allows user to edit, 
managing, highlighting and do other formatting to programming codes. It is 
not, however, a compiler or an interpreter. 
The editors interface is simple and compact to be user fiiendly, as illustrated: 
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Import oom.ms.vlc.epp.•; 
Import oom.ms.vlc.con~.•; 
Import oom.ms.vlc.u.•; 
r 
. 
·~·~Wizard 
• ClvefSion 1 0 
• This class can Ulr.a • variable IUlbef of Pll' ameters 01'1 the cormlalld 
• line Pr<9' am execution beQfns ¥Ch the mdn() method The class 
• constructor Is not nv~ ll'lless an ob)ect of type '%Fil.ENAI>£01c • 
• ae«ed J1 the mair() method 
., 
thls.setOialogRI!M(OialogResljt.OK); 
public AboutO 
{ 
~0; 
! , _ n j ;r Visual)++ fam Designer Sl4lP'Jft 
CDnttcl section System Mls5age 
SI!UeteiSysUrn~ 
Figure 2.6: An initial interface of Code Editor in LMaGTools 
There are four major sections in the user interface: 
1. Menu Section 
2. Code Section 
3. Control Section 
4. System Message Area 
2.3.2 Menu Section 
Figure 2.7: Menu of Code Editor 
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Menu of LMaGTools' Code Editor consist of four group of functional button: 
1. File Manipulation Functions 
2. Highlight Code Functions 
3. Compare Code Functions 
4. Shell Open Installed Compiler 
File Manipulation Funclions 
Figure 2.8: File manipulation functions 
There are five functions provided by File Manipulation Funcnons: 
1. New 
To close active code being edited and open a whjte page. 
2. Open 
To close active code being edited and open an existing file by 
browsing file name through the pop up dialog box. 
3. Save 
To save active code being edited. 
4. SaveAs 
To save active code being edited to another file. 
5. Exit 
To close the editor and return to PowerPoint environment. 
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Highlight Code Functions 
Figure 2.9: Highlight code functions 
Highlight Code Functions including two actions: 
1. Set Syntax 
To set syntax file by selecting language for the code in pop up dialog. 
As shown below is the set syntax pop up dialog: 
tl!J Synt,uc ~ 
Ok 
Figure 2.10: Set syntax pop up 
2. Highlight Code 
To highlight the edited text in code section by referencing syntax file 
selected in "Set Syntax" function. 
Compare Code Functions 
Figure 2.11: Compare code functions 
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Compare Code FW1ctions have two actions: 
I. Compare code 
If checked, code section will divide into two independent Rich 
Text boxes. 
2. Spit/ Code 
To set whether to split the code section vertically or horizontally. As 
illustrated: 
tt ~ t~ 
-.; t;~Code L 
va r 
1l.ms.wfc.app.•; -------1 
Tl.ms.wfc.core. •; 
Figure 2.12: Split code functions 
Shell Onen Installed Comptler 
Figure 2.13: Shell open pre-installed compiler function 
This function opens an existing external programming code compiler, such as 
Turbo C++. However, the path of the compiler must be the default setup path, 
or the shell open function would not able to execute the compiler. 
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2.3.3 Code Section 
Code section of the Code Editor is a Customized Rich Textbox, which allows 
users to type, edit, format and highlight (colour) their code. In nonnal mode, 
there will be only one Rich Textbox appear in the code section. When user 
toggles the compare code function, another Rich Textbox will be located in 
the code section. There are two ways these Rich Textbox been placed. 
1. Horizontally, as shown: 
fie fonnat Qpbcn ~ 
Code 1 
~~~,. a 
lrnclott com.ms.lllc.app. •; 
Import com.ms.lllc.core. • ; 
~ com.ms.lllc.IJ.•; 
r· 
• c:>outhor Appbtion Wlzlll'd 
• CPverslon 1 0 
• THs class Clll'l t5e aver~ rurber rJ parameters on the~ 
•&na. Pror;Jom exeo:ticn beQhs Mh the~ method The class 
• CDnWuctor is not hYol;ed trless an~ cl type '%FILENAM£%' 
• ,. • .,. ......... ..,. ,....w\ ....;lv¥1 
Coda 2 
v• Toollar.,.5t.clported • faiR; v• Fr~~ • fake; 
v• Oolnstrunentation • fehe; 
-1 && 
Figure 2.14: Horizontally split code section 
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2. VerticaUy, as shown: 
prfvete void oi<Button_dlck(Objert sender, I: -rent t 
{ 
} 
public Abott() 
{ 
{ 
} 
T ool3ar _SUpported • true; 
if (ldar _SUpported) 
{ 
vw ~ StrnQ.frOIIICIWCQde(l O); 
vw cMr34 StmQ.frornehiJ-CQde(34); 
VWI.astfi'ISMeRJ - i 
vw C~KlCPMenu -; 
vw~ folse; 
vw lsMen4.()ropOown true; 
vwHTM.Str; 
vwx o; 
vwy 0; 
vw12. 0; 
VWY2 0; 
vw MSMenuWdh; 
-Wio+loo· 
. 
Figure 2.1S: VerticaUy split code section 
Users can toggle between horizontal display and vertical display for two Rich 
Textboxes depend on their preference. 
2.3.4 Control Section 
Control-~~ 
('"Code 1 
r. Code2 lr~e 
Figure 2.16: Control Section of Code Editor 
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The control section consist of three different sets of controls: 
1. Grouped ratio button 
To toggle activation mode between "Code 1" and '·Code 2". For example, 
if the "Code 1" ratio button is selected, then all code manipulation 
including file open, close, and code highlight is targeting Code I. 
2. Combo box 
To select associated language for code simulation. Since the limitation of 
the tool, only one language is provided as selection and it's by default 
"C-++". 
3. Simulate but/on 
To simulate selected code and display system message in System Message 
Area. 
2.3.5 System Message Area 
~ I 
Figure 2.17: System message area of Code Editor 
System message area is the area where system message will be displayed 
when selected code in Code Section is being simulated. If the simulation 
requires input from users, an input box will be displayed, as shown: 
System Message~~­
System Message 
Inp.t for variable recJ*'ed -' 
Figure 2.18: System message requires input witb an input box 
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2.4 Convert File Format 
2. -1.1 How Converting Works 
Conversion function in LMaGTools is function that inheriting <save> file type 
in PowerPoint. By selecting desired format of output for converted file in a 
popup dialog box, the active presentation will be converted to fonnat selected. 
Output file is set to be placed in default directory of all documents, "C:\My 
Docwnents\". 
2.4.2 Convertmg lnteiface 
ll§o Converllon 5etting Panel 13 
Convert to 
II Ok :JI 
Figure 2.19: Convert function pop up 
Converting interface ts very simple. Users just have to choose the file fonnat 
they want to convert from the combo box, and then click <Ok> button and 
everything will be done. Converted file will be placed in the directory "C:\My 
Documents\". 
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There are total of seven fonnats provided in the combo box: 
1. Web Page 
2. Rich Text File 
3. GIF Graphics Interchange Format 
4. JPEG File Interchange Format 
S. PNG Portable Network Graphics Format 
6. TIFF Tag Image File Fonnat 
7. Device Independent Bitmap 
2.5 Slide Show Progress Bar 
2.5.1 Progress Bar 
111111111111111 
Figure 2.20: Slide show progress bar 
A progress bar wiU automatically shown in slide show window while 
presentation is active. There are 3 parts in this progress bar: 
1. Progress Indicator 
Shows current progress of the slide show 
2. Current Time 
Shows current time 
3 Hide Button 
To hide the progress bar 
The progress bar is programmed to enable users to move it around by click on 
any part of the bar, and drag it to a new position. 
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